
How this book is arranged

As the title implies, the main arrangement is alphabetical: there are

Just over 300 headwords, each ofwhich provides a definition and/or
explanation of a grammatical term. Headwords are shown by colour
and font:

infinitive
However, in a book of this kind, it is important to show the inter-
relationships between different items. This is done in a number of ways.

Master headwords
As far as possible, headwords have been grouped together into
families of related terms. So, for example, the following headwords
have obvious links:

They all relate to adjectives, and the entry for that term provides an

lntroduction to both adjectives and these related concepts. To

lndicate this, such master headwords are presented in a tinted box,

llke this:

Cross references

Within all entries, cross references are indicated by the use of bold type.
Master headwords occurring within the text are in blue:

infinitive
A form oftheverb. ln the verb phrase the infinitive
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to grammarlntroductionThere are also explicit cross references:

Further information
See also: phrasal verb.

Diagrams
At the end of many of the master headword entries the information is

summed up in a diagram, which also brings together many or all of
the related terms:

/\
/\

/\
classifying qualitative

abbreviition . I

adiective

/\
aftributlve predicative

absolute comparative superlatlve

List of master headwords

adjectives

How English sentences work
This reference book is organized so that readers can find the terms
they are looking for as quickly as possible. For this purpose an A-Z
arrangement is the most suitable. The problem with grammar,

however, is that in order to understand one term, you usually need to
know what one or more other terms mean. For example, if you look
up the term abstract noun the explanation assumes that you know
what a noun is. lf you look up noun, it takes it for granted that you

know what a phrase is, and so on. Readers who have little or no
background knowledge about grammar may find this very
frustrating. So the purpose of this section is to provide a brief
lntroduction to the basic terms of English grammar.

Types of sentence

We can use sentences for four main purposes in communication:

I to make a statement:

That car is travelling very fast.

I to ask a question:

ls that car breaking the speed limit?

I to give an order or make a request:

Don't drive so fast!

I to make an exclamation:

How fast that car is travellingl

Each hasa differentstructure, butsince statementsentences are byfarthe
commonest, the explanations in this introduction concentrate on them.

Grammar levels

When we analyse how sentences work, we need to be able to look at a
number of separate but related grammatical levels:
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sentence The children watched a TV programme while their
mother made their tea.

clause The children watched a

TV programme

phrase The children watched a TV programme

The children

,/\./\
child ren

word

morpheme

Clauses

The simplest sentences in English consist ofjust one clause. ln the
diagram above there are two clauses, each ofwhich could stand alone

as a sentence:

The children watched a TV programme.

Their mother made their tea.

A sentence can consist of one or more clauses. lf it contains just one

clause it is referred to as a simple sentence. lf it contains more than
one, then it is a multiple sentence. Multiple sentences can be

compound or complex These will be explained later in this
introduction.

lf you look at the two example clauses above, you can see that they
follow a similar pattern. Each begins with words that indicate what
the sentence is about:.

The children

Their mother

This is the subject of the clause.

'11

,i

ln each case the subject is followed by a word which refers to an

action:

watched

made

This is the verb of the clause.

After the verb comes a group of words which provides information
about the action of the verb. ln each case they answer the question
'What?':

- The children watched ...

- What?

- a TV programme.

These words after the verb form the object of the clause:

a TV programme

their tea

So our two sample clauses follow the pattern subject + verb +
object. The subject, the verb, and the object are'components of the
clause, and 'subject + verb + object' is the pattern of the clause.

Clause components and patterns

Clauses can contain five different components:

I subject

I verb

I object

I complement

I adverbial

Subject + verb
The simplest pattern for a clause is a subject followed by a verb. The

subject tells us what the sentence is about and the verb tells us what
the subject is doing, or has been doing:
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I When?

later after a few hours

I How?

slowly with great difficulty

r Why?

for the sake of the children because of the bad weather

ln a small number of clauses an adverbial is an essential component,

just like a verb or an object; it is required by the type ofverb used:

I subject + verb + adverbial

They have been living on their savings.

I subject + verb + object + adverbial

I placed the book on the table.

lf you remove the adverbial from these clauses you destroy their

grammar and leave questions unanswered:

- They have been living ...

- How?

- on their savings.

Optional adverbials
More often an adverbial is not essential to the grammar of the clause it
is in. ln each of the sentences that follow the adverbial is in bold type.

He found a secret passage behind the fireplace.

She is usually a very happy child.

Last week Mr and Mrs Holt came to see us.

ln each case if you remove the adverbial the clause is still

grammatical and still makes sense. As the examples show,

adverbials can occur in different positions in the clause. Sometimes

they can be moved to a different position:

He found a secret passage behind the fireplace.

Behind the fireplace he found a secret passage.

lntroduction to grammar

This does not mean that they can be placed anywhere in the clause.

The following arrangement is impossible:

He behind the fireplace found a secret passage.

Simple and multiple sentences

lf a sentence consists of one clause it is described as a simple

sentence. Each of the following is a simple sentence:

Mary writes books.

She has not been very successful.

She is looking for another career.

lf a sentence contains more than one clause it is described as a multiple

sentence. Each of the following sentences is multiple:

:::::r 
not been very successful and she is lookins for another

Although Mary writes books, she has not been very successful.

Compound sentences

Multiple sentences are made by combining clauses. The simplest way

of doing this is to use the grammatical equivalent of a plus sign:

The commonest words to do this job are:

and but or

It is possible to string together as many clauses as you like in this way:

She has not been very successful and she is looking for another

career, but so far she has not had much luck and has decided to
try a different tack or even give up altogether, but ...

until your readers either get lost or give up in disgust!

Complex sentences
There is a limit to the meaning you can express with the conjunction

ond. lf someone says She hos not been very successful ond she is looking
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for onother coreer, we can probably work out that looking for another

career is a result of not being very successful, but sometimes joining

two clauses by ond can leave the connection between them very

unclear:

The new CEO was appointed and Martin resigned.

This sentence describes two events but it doesn't show what

connection there was between them-always supposing there was

any connection at all. We could link the two clauses in ways that did

show a connection. For example:

Before the new CEO was appointed Martin resigned.

After the new CEO was appointed Martin resigned.

Although the new CEO was appointed Martin resigned.

The new CEO was appointed so Martin resigned.

ln compound sentences the clauses joined together are of equal

status; we can cut the sentence up into clauses and each of them will
become an independent simple sentence. Complex sentences work in

a different way. One of the clauses is the main clause and the others

are subordinate to it, The subordinate clauses form a single

component of the main clause: subject, object, complement, or
adverbial. ln the first of each of the pairs of sentences that follow the
subordinate clause is in bold type. ln the second sentence it has been

replaced by a word or short phrase.

I subject

What you did yesterday was inexcusable.

It was inexcusable.

I object

I cannot forgive what you did yesterday.

I cannot forgive your action.

I complement

That is what I admire about Billie.

That is it.

! adverbial

After the new CEO was appointed Martin resigned.

Afterwards Martin resigned.

Phrases

The first clause pattern introduced was this:

As you can see from the example sentences, sometimes the subject

or object may be a single word (e.9. Eirds) and at others it is a group of
words (e.9. A very lorge ond ugly chicken).ln grammar, groups of words

that form part of a sentence pattern are called phrases.

A phrase is a group of words built upon a single word. ln the examples

above, that single word, or headword, is printed in bold type. lf the
headword is a noun, then the phrase is called a noun phrase. A very

lorge ond ugly chickenis a noun phrase: wos squowkingis a verb phrase.

Another very common type of phrase is the prepositional phrase.

Prepositional phrases always begin with a preposition. Prepositions

are words placed before a noun or a noun phrase and they give

lnformation about position, time, and other things. Examples are:

in at up before

Examples of prepositional phrases are:

in the garden

over my dead body

for several hours

Words and morphemes

So far we have looked at four grammatical levels: sentence, clause,

phrase, word. There is just one more we need to be aware of. Some

words can change their form depending on where they are placed in a

sentence and how they are used. For example, nouns change their
form according to whether they are singular or plural:
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house - houses

child - children

Each of these plurals consists of two parts:

house + s

child + ren

Each part conveys meaning: house refers to a familiar type of building,

while -s indicates that there is more than one. These parts are referred

to as morphemes.

We can analyse verb forms in a similar way. For example, the
verb forms wolklwoll<slwalkinglwolked consist of the morphemes

wolklslingled.

Some personal pronouns have different forms according to whether
they are the subject or the object of the sentence:

He was my boss at Sanders & Webb.

I couldn't stand him.

These, too, are morphemes. The study of how words change their
forms according to use is referred to as morphology.

abbreviation

absolute
Many adjectives have three forms:



abstract noun

We use the comparative when two items are being compared:

The rabbit was bigger than the cat.

The superlative is used when there are more than two:

The Mandela Theatre is the biggest of the three.

The absolute form is used when a plain statement is being made

without any kind of comparison:

Patchwork is blg again this year.

abstract noun
Nouns can be divided into two groups: concrete and abstract.
Concrete nouns refer to people, places, and things that can be

experienced using our five senses. Abstract nouns refer to thoughts,
ideas, and imaginings that cannot:

Too many obscure abstractions can make a piece of writing difficult to
read. For example the sentence in bold type in the following extract:

Such people may be keen to work, but unable to find jobs because

none are available in their occupation or in their geographical

area, so that re-training or re-housing would be necessary to
increase the chances of employment. lt could also be that there
is a genera! deficiency of demand for labour throughout the
economy, in which case the lnvoluntarily unemployed
workers will face fierce competltlon for the jobs that do
become available.

A generol deficienq of demond for labour throughout the economy is

just a pompous and long-winded way of saying that there aren't
enough jobs to go round. On the other hand there are also many
everyday abstract nouns that are simple and direct:

happiness failure truth beauty

It would be perverse to try to avoid abstract nouns such as these, so

the use of abstract nouns in writing is a question of judgement.

accent ) active voice

accent
'Accent'is often used to describe pronunciation which the speaker

considers different from 'normal':

His intonation and emphasis were all wrong, some of the articles
got switched, and he had a noticeable accent when speaking in

English.

Often what people mean is that a speaker is using the pronunciation

that is typical of a particular region of Britain, America, or elsewhere:

I was bullied because I had an unusual surname and a broad

Liverpudlian accent.

ln fact, everyone has an accent: it is simply the way in which each

individual pronounces English words. lt is most strongly marked in
the way different vowels are sounded. For example, the vowels in

'bath'and'bun'are pronounced differently in the north and south
of England.

Accent should not be confused with dialect. While accent concerns

only the pronunciation of the language, dialect is concerned with
vocabulary (lexis) and grammar.

tcronym
An abbreviation composed of the first letters of other words so that
the abbreviation itself forms a word. For example:

CRASSH: Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and

Humanities

Aids: acquired immune deficiency syndrome

Acronyms are treated just like ordinary words in a sentence, and
may be composed of all capital letters, or of an initial capital
followed by small letters. For example:

His policy on Aids has earned him some international praise.

actlve voice
Transitive verbs (verbs that take an object) can be used in two
ways, or'voices': active and passive.

Active: The dog bit him.

passive: He was bitten by the dog.
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Transitive verbs usually describe some kind of action. ln the
sentence The dog bit him, you have a person, thing, or idea that
performs the action and one that is affected by it. The first is the
subJect The dog, and the second the object him. When we put a

sentence into the passive voice, the object him becomes the subject
He. The original subject Ihe dog becomes the agent and has the
preposition by placed in front of it. This changes the emphasis of
the sentence considerably.

ln everyday writing the active voice is much more common than the
passive.

See also: passive voice; voice.

addresses
Styles for the presentation of addresses in letters and on envelopes
have changed over the years. Contemporary practice is to set
addresses with the left hand end of lines square ('left justified') and
without any punctuation:

Oxford University Press

Great Clarendon Street
OXFORD

OX2 6DP

The British Post Office recommend that the town or city is in block
capitals. The postcode is placed separately, on a line of its own,
except in the case of London addresses, where it is still
conventionally placed on the same line as London:

LONDON WCi 6GE

Forms of address

The commonest titles used in addresses are:

Miss Mr

Mr and Mrs are straightforward to use. Mr is used for all men who
have no other title, while Mrs is used for married women. Women
who are not married can be addressed in letters as Miss, but some
women prefer Ms. A number of married women also prefer to be
addressed as Ms. lf you are in a situation where you do not know the
preferences ofthe person you are writing to, then it is safest to use

Mrs for married women and Ms for unmarried women.

adjective

The commonest professional title is Dr for doctors (both medical
practitioners and those who have a higher university degree).
Members ofthe clergy are addressed asThe Reverend (abbreviated
to Revd).

See also: abbreviation; capital letters; full stop.
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rdlecttve phrase
An adjective phrase is a group of words built up on an adjective.
There are two main ways in which this is done.

I An adverb is placed in front of the adjective:

The adverb modifies the adjective by changing its meaning.

Very is the commonest adverb used in this way. Others are:

rather quite fairly

You can have more than one adverb in front ofthe adjective.

For example:

I'm really rather busy at the moment,

! Sometimes words are placed after the adjective to modiry it in a
slmilar way:

adlectlves and punctuation
When two or more adjectives are used in a list the question
arises: should they be separated by commas? There are no

clear-cut rules about this but the following guidelines may help.

r No comma is needed to separate adjectives of different types, e.g. a

qualitative and a classifying adjective:

a large Spanish bank

r Use a comma between two or more qualitative adjectives:

long, slender legs
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r lf the adjectives are all classifliing adjectives, use commas if
they all relate to the same class of information:

English, French, and Spanish editions

but not if they don't:

the French nuclear reactor

adjunct
Adjuncts are adverbials that add more information to a sentence.

They can provide additional information about:

I CaUSe

They just get into crime because of the lack of other options.

I concession

Some producers abandoned their oak barrels in favour of stainless

steel, which, although expensive, is very much easier to use.

r condition

As soon as the dormant plants arrive, open the packages and, if
necessary, moisten the roots.

I manner

Jonathan's mind was working at top speed ...

r place

... a fifth of our kids live below the poverty line ...

r Purpose

This is not for reasons of sympathy to the criminal, but in

the interests of the society to which he will return.

r result

ln mid-December the UN mission again pleaded for funds

for teachers, police officers, and other civil servants, to
little effect.

r time

Eisler was obliged to leave Cermany, and after various travels
arrived in New York in 1938.

adverb

Adverbs make up a word class or'part of speech'. They have two
main uses.

r adverbials
They are often used as adverbials, providing information about,
for example, place, time, and manner:

t tlilla ,: '
soon

ADVERB ADJECTIVE

very easy

rather attractive



adverbial

I lf the adjective ends in -//, just add -y.

full * fully

t Most adjectives of one syllable that end in -y are regular, with
the exception ol goy - goily, dry + drily or dryly, sly - slyly or slily.

t For two-syllable adjectives that end in -y, replace the final y
with the letters r/y:

happy - happily

t For adjectives that end with a consonant followed by -le,
replace the final e with y:

terrible - terribly

Adjectives that end in -/y cannot be transformed by adding -/y.
lnstead, use a short phrase:

friendly - in a friendly way

Function

An adverbial is a single word or a group of words that forms
part of a clause. There are three types of adverbial:

l!ir satu}qr i1xf up *r drryp,eithqr patli,atw,alklng
pare,.i

Adjuncts can provide information about:

cause concession condition
place purpose result

: coniumtr.'ihesa,,prffi a,[nt ne weensent#s;
It appears that previews for Billy Ellro t: The Musicolhave been
postponed due to fear for the health of the many child actors.
Three child actors rotate the title role. ln additlon, there are
45 other child actors involved in the production.

r disjuncts. You use these to make your own cornments on the
information you are communicating:
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adverbialclause
A clause in a complex sentence which provides adverbial

lnformation about:

I cause

Because it was cold, there were goose bumps on her arm.

r concession

Clare has seen it, although she probably hasn't had time to
read it fully.

I condation

lfyou see a stranger acting suspiciously outside your home or
your neighbour's call the police.

I manner

Jamison had come by to run a check of the medical monitor as he

always did before a dive.

I place

Where the river straightened, he took his chance to check the
barometer.

I purpose

They joined a major label so that they could sell records

throughout the world.

r result

This was written so quickly that several errors occurred.

! tlme

When dawn broke, the rain ceased and the various parties were

able to take stock of their positions.
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adverblal posltlon
Beginning or end

An adverbial can come at the beginning or end of a clause or
sentence. For example:

After several hours of random identity checks, the troops

dispersed.

The troops dispersed after several hours of random identity
checks.

This does not mean that all adverbials can take both positions. For

example, while you can say:

The trees rushed past at great speed.

you cannot say:

At great speed the trees rushed past.

This is because the adverbial ot greot speed refers particularly to the

action described by the verb rushed, and this link is destroyed if you

separate it from the verb.

Middle
Adverbials can also be placed in the middle of the sentence.

This is particularly true of single word adverbials (adverbs). The

key to placing the adverbial correctly is the verb. lf the verb consists

of a single word, then the adverbial is usually placed immediately
before it:

They finally reached the deck.

lf there is an auxiliary verb and a main verb the adverbial is placed

between them:

ln such sentences, adverbials cannot be placed between the main

verb and its object or complement:

They have reached finally the deck. I

l5 adverb phrase > afterfafterwards

rdverb phrase
A group ofwords built up round an adverb by adding words before
and/or after it. For example:

efter
This word commonly refers to time, helping us to explain the order
ln which events happen:

She went back to work very quickly after her operation.

It can also sometimes refer to space, usually helping place objects in
order:

'Where are you going?'said Lee, coming after him.

After can be:

r a prepositlon

After his election Dr Kumar spoke of the racial attacks he endured
during the campaign.

I a subordinating conjunction

After he was elected in November, he revealed that he had been
the subject of racial attacks during his campaign.

t an adverb

Then he spun around and strode out of the door, his men
following after without a word.

It is also used to modify a noun in phrases such as the mo rning ofter.

afterfafterwards
ln formal writing, oftershould not be used as an adverb of time.
lnstead use afterwords:

It was not so easy to brush him off afterwards. /
not



agreement > also

It was not so easy to brush him off after. I
The exception to this is when it follows a word or phrase giving a

measure of time. For example:

But what about the yeat alter? /

also
This is an adverb, used to link items in a sentence or to make links

between sentences. For example:

and > any

The oxygen they produce benefits the fish, and they also provide
a source of food and shelter.

It is frequently used with ond or but, but it is not a conjunction.
ln formal writing o/so should not be used instead of ond:

The closet is larger than a pit and therefore lasts longer also it is
easy to empty. ,(

Here the speaker needs to add o nd l* ond olso), or replace olso with
ond.

!nd
A coordinating conJunction which is used to join two items. These
can be:

I two words

bread and butter

to and fro

t two phrases

eight European countries and a number of international agencies

I two clauses

Then he rolled off the seat into the footwell and immediately
started snoring again.

!ntonym
A word meaning the opposite of another word. For example, the
following are pairs of antonyms:

wet dry

buy sell

child adult

tny
A word that can be used in these ways:

I determiner

I sat in my cell, expecting to be called out for execution at any
moment.
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! pronoun

I don't think there'll be any to spare for a day or two.

r adverb

It can be used before the comparative form of an adjective or

adverb. For example:

Why won't the car go any faster?

The rules are:

t lf the name or noun is in the singular, we add an apostroDhe '

followed by the letter s.

I lf the name or noun is a plural ending in s then we simply
add an apostrophe.

I Plurals that do not end in s follow the rule for singular nouns:
a children's playqround

I There is one exception to these rules. When its means 'of it' there
lsnoapostrophe. ', , ,,

apposition > article

rhe apostrophe is the punctHo *litl,i;ti.iloiuiii *rui 
",'people more problems than any othef. lt.i$'usedifor hflo purposes:

1. To show that one or more letters have been mlssed out
When we are speaking" we frequently elide certain sounds,

m.r'lnlng pads,ofrE word tilsether. For example did not beCornes

didnt..When these wordrfar6 wr,irten down, lan;apo,strqphe,is
to show,thaq ietters,have been rtrlsied out;

virill,nol'i i''

shall not:: r,,

rnight hqv€

ShCiiS'r, 'il i,,

,*i,.",rnight' tl
+,i'ghgrtr. r'

.+
;; shEnlt

they are + they're

As the examples show, the way in which some of these

shortened forms are written down is rather selective. lt works

well when is and ore are shortened, but in the case of won't and

shon't, the apostrophe does not show where all the letters have

been omitted; otherwise we would write shoh't (I), and no rule

can cover the change from will not to won't.

2. To show possession

We also use the apostrophe to show that something belongs to
sqmeone. For exampler,, ' , ,

llordlRochester'smonkey ' , ,'. ' .i

the girl's handbag

the Browns' Silver Wedding anniversary

the churches' position on gay priests

artlcle
A word class from traditional grammar. lt consists of these words:

apposition

Placing one n0ufl or nolrn phrase nexl tc another in a
sentenle,so that,itexplainior amplifier,it. For examplel , ,

The writerMkhael Mney left Dublin 1 3 years ago to f ive a rlifu

Here thershort phrares tfie ulitef and Mitfioel Viney work in
paraflel. They are said !o,be in e0,porJtion to each other"

ln the example above, the sentence would work grammatically

with only one of the phrases:

The writer left Dublin 13 years ago to live a life of peace and

self-sqffi$ncy,ih a remote horrse, , I 
,,' ,' '

Michael Viney left Dublin,l:|3 years ago to live a life of peace 
,

and self-sufficiency in a remote house.

But neither of these altemative versions is very satisfactory.

The first ,l*ads us to'ask,' 'Which writer?', while the nd ',

prompts: 'Who is Michael Viney?'
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r o, on indefinite article

rthe definite article

Articles form part of a larger class of words known as determiners.

as
A word that can be used in three main ways:

Subordinating conjunction
It can introduce a number of different types of adverbial clause:

r time

As the train drew into Victoria station, Gloria softened.

I CaUSe

As they are fast-drying . .. the application technique is slightly

different.

r manner

The talk that night was about experiments carried out to explain

why people behaved as they did.

The first two of these uses are commoner than the last; in them

os can mean 'while' or'because'. Occasionally this can cause

confusion if a sentence is carelessly constructed. For example:

I left the farm as it was getting late.

Doesthis mean when itwas getting late, orbecause itwas getting late?

Preposition
As can also be used as a preposition:

Should I get a job as a barmaid?

Adverb
It can also be used as an adverb in comparisons:

He's as happy as a sandboy.

... lwork half an hour up the road from my house

I contlnuous

I am working.
I already have an idea that I am worklng on ..

r perfect

tSpc t*'tffi
.iiii
.ilii

attrlbutive
The attributive use of an adjective is when the adjective modifies a
noun. For example:

... a brilliant metallic-green-coloured oval insect ...

I dtnple 
,

iwork.

ilrt,l
i iiLr. lii

1i,, iiil
r|:i;:i
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This is contrasted with the predicative use, when the adjective
comes after a verb such as to be and forms the complement of the
sentence:

My closest friend was brilliant.

auxiliary verb
A group of verbs that combine with the main verb to form the verb
phrase:

See also: modal auxiliary verb; primary auxiliary verb.

base
The word or part of a word to which prefixes and suffixes are

attached to form new words. ln the words that follow, the base is
printed in bold type.

counteract underachievement unnecessarily unhappiness

both... and ...
Coordinating conjunctions that can be used to link words, phrases,

and, sometimes, clauses:

It's a rare movie that can look both cheap and costly at the same

time.

A number of points should be remembered:

t Both can only be used with two items, so it is wrong to say:

That can be both college, independent, and mainstream. I

I The two items to be joined must be grammatically equivalent, so it
would be incorrect to write:

It has to be both sincere and there's got to be some quality to the
aesthetics of the music. I

lnstead you should write:

It has both to be sincere and to have some quality to the
aesthetics of the music. /

r lt is important to get both in the right place. Here it is not:

Those combines may have a harmful effect both as regards public
interests and those of the State. I

This should be:

Those combines may have a harmful effect as regards both public

interests and those of the State. /
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but
A coordinating conjunction used to link together:

r two words

tired but happy

r twophrases

nice to look at but difficult to describe

I two clauses

It's a very simple ceremony but it's really touching.

can
A moda! auxiliary verb. lt has two meanings:

r that someone or something has the ability to do something:

Those who can swim, swim.

r that something is possible:

I suppose anything can happen now.

canrmay
can

Traditionally con is used to show:

ability

An English person who can speak even one other language

fluently is rare.

r possibility

Relapse can occur at any time.

mry
Thls is normally used to show:

I Permission

Candidates may enter for both examinations, if desired.

I possibility

It may cause pain, but often there are no symptoms.

Today con is increasingly used to show permission:

Mum, can I leave it?

Using con in this way is generally accepted, although many people

stlll use moy in more formal situations.

cardlnal
See numeral.
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SUB'ECT

The dog

She

I

we
she

he

it

PRONOUN

mrne

ours

hers

his

its

POSSESSIVE

DETERMIN ER

my
our
her

his

its

me

us

her

him
ir
you

them

cause
Adverbials can be used to provide information about why something
happened:

She laughingly recalled a day when Pearl, then in her thirties, had
inexplicably rolled a large rock into the living room of the house

where she and other children were playing.

The manure must not be treated because of the potentlal harm
to beneficial insects.

Adverbial clauses can also be used to carry information about
cause:

It must has been pretty far back since he could barely hear the
sound of the waterfall.

classifying adjective
An adjective that places the noun which it modifies into a group,
class, or category. Examples of classifoing adjectives are:

annual Australian female
military nuclear numerical

The other main group of adjectives is qualltative adjectives, which
provide information about the qualities of a person, thing, or idea.

Examples of qualitative adjectives are:

complicated green helpful
hot loud rapid

Classifoing adjectives cannot usually be graded and they do not
normally have comparative or superlative forms. So it would be odd
to say, for example:

It was a very annual event. I
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Clause structure
Clauses are made up of two or more clause components:

,'t, l, ,'

reubiect '

r,Y.31! 
,

l,obJggtr ,1', ,

rcomFlemert
I I rl

rpduerbial,

phras*

geyg6 ba6ii pq,11qry elL,:'

1 subject verb
The sun rose.

2 subject verb
The light was

3 subject verb
It came

4 subject verb
He saw

5 subject verb
He gave

6 subject verb
It took

7 subject verb
This made

ffiOten(s

complement
low.

adverbial
from the east.

object
the dawn.

object object
the dog a bone.

object adverbial
it away.

object complement
him happy.

AII elausesrused tb make a statertsni flormallyre-orr-rtaifl ,a subject

and,a verb, in that order. They,may also contain ons or more

additio-na{ co{rrponents; All flqglish claqses,arei ba$ed,on ,o,1{ ol
r suhordlnato,clause

li,ili, i

f,urtlierriirifo i'.ri,l.'

fi c'ftHffi}-lifu veniud 'iil[iuu3 
,liirsun' u" r"*.

ln a complex sentence, a subordinate clause can act as the
subject, object, complement, or adverbial of the main clause. ln

the sentences that follow, the subordinate clause is printed in
bold and its function within the sentence is shown in brackets:

elauses c,an be finite or norr'finits, All, the e-xamples above are

finite clauses.

How clauses are used

A sentence contains one or more clauses, which can be of one of
two types:

r main clause

A simple sentence consists of just one main clause:

Life is good.

A compound sentence contains two or morc main clauses:

Kevin thought for a moment, and then he sprang forward. ,:

main clause main ctause

A complex sentence contains one main clause and one or more

subordinate clauses:

I You're just saying that because you don't like Ellie.

, main clause subordinate clause ,

Here the subordinate clause is an adverbial of cause.

Each of the words in bold type has its own entry, where further
information can be found. Words in blue have more extensive

entries.
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coherence
lfyou write more than one ortwo sentences on a subject, you have to
ensure that your text holds together and makes sense to your readers.

You do this by making sure that it has two impoftant qualities:

I coherence

r cohesion

Coherence means that the thought behind the text is consistent and

moves logically from one point to the next. A coherent text uses

suitable vocabulary and uses it consistently.

cohesion
The use of grammatical devices to make sure that a text sticks

together. The commonest of these are:

I reference

r ellipsis

I sentence adverbials.

31 collective noun > colon

collective noun
A singular noun that refers to several individuals. For example:

the police the choir Parliament

The main question raised by collective nouns is agreement: do you
use a singularora plural verb? ls it the jury is ... otthe juryare ...?
The answer is: it depends on the context. lf the speaker is thinking of
the jury as a united body, then the singular is used:

The selection jury is chaired by London's Roy Miles.

lf the jury is being thought of as a group of separate individuals,
then the plural is used:

The jury are about to hear it from the witness.

It is important to be consistent. So the example above should not be
continued as follows:

The selection jury is chaired by London's Roy Miles. They include
several famous people. I

It should be:

The selection jury is chaired by London's Roy Miles. lt includes
several famous people. /
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commas, colons, and semicolons
These three punctuation marks are all used to mark off different

sections within a sentence. lt is sometimes difficult to decide which

to use. The decision is sometimes a matter of personal style, but the

guidelines that follow will help in a large number of cases. The

separate entries for the three punctuation marks contain additional

information.

r When introducing a piece of direct speech a comma is used much

more frequently than a colon. A colon can be used for special effect:

lntrigue is our mother's milk. We say: 'He is an excellent fellow,

but ... '

A colon is also used to introduce an extended quotation.

common noun > comparative

I Commas are normally used between the items in a list, unless each
item is quite extensive. lf so, a semicolon is used:

Weeds may reach the lawn in various ways: as seeds blown by the
wind; carried by birds; brought in on muddy footwear, machinery,

or tools; or concealed in unsterilized soil or badly made compost
used for top-dressing.

r A semicolon marks a much stronger division within a sentence than a
comma. lt can be used to separate two sections which might
otherwise form separate sentences.

The essential oil found in jasmine flowers is too delicate to be

produced by distillation; the heat tends to destroy the odour.

ln the sentence above, the semicolon could be replaced by a full
stop, but this would separate two ideas that are closely related. As it
stands the sentence has a clear balance, with separate but linked

ideas pivoting on the semicolon. lt is wrong to use a comma to link
sections of a sentence in this way.

r lf the first part of a sentence introduces an idea which appears in the
second part, then a colon is better than a semicolon:

Many consumers are against it: about three out of ten say it's
never a good thing, and most others see it as an occasional

necessity rather than as having positive advantages.

common noun
Nouns can be divided into two groups: common nouns and proper
nouns. Proper nouns are those that refer to people, places, and

things that are unique, for example Monchester and William

Shokespeore. All nouns that are not proper nouns are grouped
together as common nouns.

comparative
The form of an adjective that is used when comparing things. For

example:

He is taller than me.

The comparative is formed in different ways according to the length
of the base adjective:

r lf it has one syllable, then the letters -er are added: greot - greoter.
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r lf the word has three syllables or more then the word more is added

before the adjective: more ottrodive.

r Words of two syllables vary: some add -er and some use more. Some

even do both, for example clever - clevererlmore clever.

The use of more and the adding of -er should not be combined, so it
is wrong to say, for example, more better. X

complement
A clause component that completes an earlier part. Clauses can

have a subject complement:

It is a shy forest animal.

subject verb subtect complement

or an object complement:

complex sentence
A sentence with a main clause and at least one subordinate clause

introduced by a subordinating conjunction. Examples of complex

sentences are:

It rnade
subfed verh

sffim'n,l.'tl,ai

mainclause subordinatlng
conlunction

lf it rains

subondinatlng mainclause
conjunction

she did not play again

for over a weik. l

subordinate clause
l

evqry-thing 
i 
in thethed

lWill,get,we{1r1 1, t,, .'.,,,

:flrbordlrr€ts d$u$e,,r,
I f ,i, ,-,,,,,, ,; r,,, ,,, ,, t, ,.

compound sentence
A sentence with two or more main clauses joined by a coordinating
conjunction. Examples of compound sentences are:

t, l

Then he came in, and she sat down quickly.

main clause coordinating main clause
, , I onhnction i: ,t,.1..

Either' , , ., Youalfe€ r gr" ,; ,; : ryouidofitt] "', l

r,, lwtth it ,,,:: .r .l ,, ,, aEr.eewith it.
roordinatlng. ,1,, qain,. , coordlnating main rhusq .

conjunction clause conjunction

compound word
A word composed of two other words. Examples include:

crime reporter air-conditioned scarecrow

As the examples show, the two words that form the compound are

sometimes written separately, sometimes linked by a hyphen, and
sometimes joined together. For many compounds there is a

standard way, but other compounds can be written in more than
one way. For example:

paper knife paper-knife paperknife

q
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concession
To concede something is to admit its truth, usually after you have

originally denied it or refused to admit that it may be true. An

adverbial or adverbial clause of concession is one that says in

effect, 'Yes, even though A was true, B happened.'

Adverbial clauses of concession

There are three main types:

r Beginning with the conjunction olthough:

The writer finds the information contained in the main clause (that

she has worked a lot in the theatre) is surprising in the light ofthe
subordinate clause (that she wanted to be a writer).

r ln another type ofconcession clause the information contained in the

subordinate clause may well be true, but it doesn't affect the truth of
the information in the main clause:

ln a third type the main clause contains information that is true,

despite the truth of the information in the subordinate clause:

The main conjunctions used to introduce adverbial clauses of
concession are:

36

although despite
except that not that
while whilst

even if even though
though whereas

37 concord > condition

It is also possible to have non-finite clauses of concession. For
example:

ln spite of being so fair, his skin had taken on quite a deep tan in
the few days they had been there.

There are also verbless clauses of concession:

Although a competent fighter, Stretch was not considered to be

one of the game's bigger punchers.

Adverbials of concession
Sentences may also contain phrases which express similar ideas to
clauses of concession.

It had been a happy marriage, in spite of the difference in their
ages.

This works even with the quickest and most agile spiders.

concord
Another word for agreement.

concrete noun
A noun which refers to something that can be seen, touched, heard,
tasted, and/or smelled. Concrete nouns are contrasted with
abstract nouns.

condition
When writing or speaking, we often wish to show that one event
depends on another in some way. This is frequently done using an

adverbial clause of condition:

lf the weather was fine, Maud liked to walk in Hyde Park.

One statement, Maud liked to wolk in Hyde Pork, is conditional upon
the other: the weother wos fine.

Conditional clauses are usually introduced by either rfor unless. They
can express a number of different meanings.

Common events
They can state general truths, such as:

lf water penetrates window sills, doors, or their frames, the
result is wet rot.
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ln sentences like this the verb is in the present tense. lt is also

possible to used the past tense to describe general truths about the
past:

lf the tide was coming in, his ships had to stay tied up.

Possible events
Conditional clauses can describe situations which have not yet

happened, but are possible:

lf it comes to court you two can testifo.

Here both verbs are in the present tense. Similar sentences can be

constructed using unless:

Policemen don't find bodies unless they are sent to look for
them...

Here unless has the meaning of if ... not ... I

Policemen don't find bodies if they aren't sent to look for
them ...

Future events
Very often conditional clauses speculate about events in the future.

Such clauses can be open or closed. ln an open conditional the
speaker expresses no opinion about whether the future event is

likely to happen or not. The verb in the ifclause is in the present

tense, and the verb in the main clause usually begins with will:

lf they succeed in that, Germany's economy and its workers will

be better off.

(The writer has no opinion of whether they will succeed or not.)

ln a closed condition the writer makes it clear that the future event

is more or less unlikely. ln this case the verb in the if clause is in the
past tense, and the verb in the main clause usually begins with
would:

lf I had time then I would say yes, but as it is, school work is

taking priority.

Past events
Conditional clauses can also be used to speculate about how things

might have turned out in the past:

lfthey had been her own children, she would have used them
differently.

(But they weren't her own children, so she treated them as she

did.) The condition cannot be fulfilled because it is impossible.

Clauses that are not introduced by a conJunction
It is possible to construct conditional clauses that do not begin with
if or unless. The commonest way of doing this is to begin the clause
with one of these words:

were should had

For example:

Were I to own a new BMW car, another ten microcomputers
would be at my command, so their advertisements claim.

Should you succeed in becoming a planner, you would be

helping to create these parameters.

Had I ignored my fitness, I could never have played international
cricket for 20 years.

coniunct
A type ofadverbial used to show the connection between a

sentence and an earlier sentence. They are used in a variety of ways,
including:

Adding and listing
ln narratives, explanations, and arguments we often want to place

items in a particular order. We indicate this fact and show the order
by using words like frst/y:

Firstly, the feeling for the tradition is very strong in the village;

secondly, GaMhorpe is an ancient settlement-its history can be
traced back to a Viking chief named Corky and there is evidence
that it existed in Roman times; thirdly, the original custom was to
bring in a new May tree each year.

Sometimes the sequence is less important, but we still wish to make
it clear that items are linked, by using words such as furtherrnore:

ln addition to normal problems, such as security, food, and rest,
the battalion had to contend with the fact that we would lose
vehicles to mechanical failure, while only having two designated

q
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recovery assets. Furthermore, once everything was off the boats

and we transformed into our tactical load plans, it became clear

the battalion wanted to move a lot more equipment than
originally planned.

Sentence adverbials used in this way also include:

also as well at the same time besides

finally first in addition last

meanwhile moreover next soon

then too

Giving examples
Sometimes we wish to introduce an example or list of material
which exemplifies part of the argument:

These birds are not evenly distributed along the coast. For
example, scoter are mainly confined to East Sussex and

mergansers to West Sussex ...
Other words used in this way are:

namely as follows

Saying things another way
We may also wish to restate something using different words:

Oil also became the main source of funds for investment in

industry, agriculture, health and education, and the nation's
infrastructure. Oil revenue enabled the state to break its financial

dependence on its citizens. ln other words the state no longer
needed its citizens to collect taxes to finance its activities.

Cause and result
ln texts that contain an argument one sentence is often the logical

development of what has gone before:

The nation's filmmakers, like its people, can't express emotion;
they lack drive and passion, they're tame and repressed. As a

result, the British can write novels and plays, even produce an

occasional world-class painter but, when it comes to cinema, they
might as well forget it.

Other sentence adverbials of this type are:

accordingly as a result consequently hence
so therefore thus

Contrasts and alternatives
A sentence can be contrasted with what has gone before:

The speed of sound in water is roughly four times as'great as it is

in air. On the other hand, water is not much different for taste
and smell, and much worse for vision.

Other sentence adverbials of this type are:

all the same alternatively anyway by contrast
conversely even so however instead
nevertheless on the other hand rather yet

Concession

Another type of contrast is similar to that used in adverbial clauses
of concession: despite this fact, the following is true. For example:

On each occasion, the TAYAD supporters, who had done nothing
else but peacefully distribute legal leaflets, narrowly escaped
being lynched after police intervened. Nevertheless, the police

detained the victims for provoking the public.

Other sentence adverbials of this type are:

even so however yet

See also: paragraph.
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q
r an adverbial (an adjunct or conjunct)

r a conjunction (coordinating or subordinating).

consonant
Writing

There are 21 consonant letters:
bcdfghjkl m n pq rstvwxyz

Speech

ln speech a consonant is a sound that is made by blocking the flow
of air while speaking. For example, the first sound in the word mork
is made by closing the lips briefly, while the last sound is made by
pressing the blade ofthe tongue up against the hard palate. There
are 22 consonants in spoken English. They are the first sounds in
each of the following words:

bat char cut dip fat gut hot
jar late meet neat pat rate ship
sip that thing tip. vat zip

plus the sounds in the following words marked by letters in bold
type:

measure sing

Two other sounds are sometimes called consonants and sometimes
semivowels. They are the first sounds in these words:

young

content word
Words can be divided into content words like tree and structure
words such as becouse. Contentwords'contain'meaning, and ifyou
look them up in a dictionary you will find a definition of that
meaning. The four classes of content words, adjectives, adverbs,
nouns, and verbs, are also referred to as'open' classes, since new
words continue to be added to them as the language develops.

contlnuous aspect
The verb aspect which communicates the idea that an action
continues over a period of time. lt can be:

connective
This is not, strictly speaking, a grammatical term. lt is used when
describing how a text is linked together and can refer to:

tt*ii"ilffi
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could

A modal auxiliary verb, the past form of con. lt can refer to ability in
sentences that are about the past:

She could not move.

It can also refer to possibility in the future:

Mind you, I s'pose I could always return as a newt . ..

With hoye it can refer to possible past events:

She could not have failed to hear them.

countable and uncountable nouns
There are certain words which can only be used with countable
nouns and not with uncountables. Othei words can only be used

with uncountables and not with countables.

countable noun
Anoun that has both a singular and a plural form. Most nouns are
countable, because they refer to things that can be counted. A small
number of nouns do not regularly have a plural form and are called
uncountable.

dare
Averb that can be used as a normal verb and also as a modal
auxiliary verb. For this reason it is sometimes described as a 'semi-
modal verb'.

As a normal verb it is followed by the infinitive form of the verb:

He dared to criticize the leader outright.

As a modal auxiliary verb it is followed by the verb stem:

r present tense

Couples need to feel they are building something together that
has meaning.

r past tense

Someone tried to set fire to the mansion they were building in

River Oaks.

r future tense

When they run out of inventory, they will be building at a much

lower level.

converslon
The process by which a word from one word class is used as if it
belonged to another class. For example, g/ue started life as a noun,
but is now frequently used as a verb. Many conversions are so

common that we no longer notice them, but conversion is also a

feature of creative uses of language:

'l really have some severe doubts regarding this partnership,' said

he, upping and awaying.

It can also, however, lead to clichd and jargon:

The current erratic supply of diesel has impacted negatively on

the business community ...

coordinating coniunctlon
Aconjunction that joins two items of the same grammatical status.

The commonest coordinating conjunctions are:

and but or

They can be used to link:

r words

biscuits or chocolate

r phrases

sports shops and large department stores

t clauses

I am working part-time, but my maternity leave begins next
month.
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declaratlve
A form of clause or sentence used to make statements. ln a
declarative the normal word order is for the subject to precede the
verb:

SUBJECT VERB REsT OF SENTENCE

Happiness is no laughing matter.
Someone might have warned the poor girl,

defining relative clause
Relative clauses add information to the noun or pronoun they
modifo. Sometimes that information is essential; without it the
sentence doesn't make much sense:

*,io,*#il uiu
i

witndur nernrrvt ttnust i

A person who h rnentally A person is just as much a

handlcapped is just as much member of society as

a member of society as anyone anyone else.

else.

Removing the relative clause who is mentolly hondicopped makes a

nonsense of the sentence, because we do not know which person is

being described. Essential relative clauses of this type are called
defi ning relatlve clauses.

See also: non-defining relative clauses, relative clauses and
punctuation.

demonstrative pronoun
The demonstrative pronouns are:

this that these those

But I dare say you like apples.

It can also stand alone in exp.ressions such as:

Don't you darel

,,],i5rtnt*Rieirsi is lfit€nupf;edi

A punctuation mark that looks like an extended hyphen. lt comes

in two sizes: an em dash (-) and an en dash (-).

this purely for company.

r ln direct speech it can show that someone breaks off in mid

D

lsrflilqdq{lg,shesiidi' u mean you want me 1o-' ll[Lt:lri

Traditionally there is no space before or after an em dash. ln

modern tyjography, the em dash is increasingly being replaced

by an en dash with a space before and after it:

ln brute material terms he was an accomplice - in fact, a
con$ lrator; to the rnufder of millions of children, .'rirt,lr. i:

An,en darh ir uded tootrowrlequoneesl

1 999-2000
an A-Z guide
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They are pronouns when they stand alone. When they are used

before a noun, they are referred to as demonstrative 
-determiners.

ln the beginning, this was all pretty intimidating. (pronoun)

The waste steppes of southern Poland and Russia are covered

with thls plant. (determiner)

When referring to physical items, thrs and these can be used to
indicate things that are nearer to the speaker by contrast with thof
and those which indicate things that are further away. Often,

however, demonstrative pronouns are used more metaphorically.

Thot ot those is frequently used to distinguish the thing referred to
from something that has gone before:

... in fact, glass soft-drink bottles cost about 5.5p, while those
made from plastic are around half a penny more . ..

Ihis and these on the other hand are used to tie a statement in to
something that has gone before:

... there were just six new diagnoses of MRSA bloodstream

infection over the last year in Harrogate. At least half of these

were cases in which patients brought MRSA into the hospital with
them ...

derivational morphology
The study of how words are derived from other words. For example,

the word foftune can form the.basis of a number of words derived

from it misfortu ne, fortunote, fortunotely, unfortunote, and so on. The

new words are formed by adding a prefix or a suffix, or both, to the

original word.

4s dialect > digraph

o

dlalect
A version of a language spoken in a particular geographical area
or by a particular group of people. The English spoken in
Newcastle is different from that spoken by natives of north
Cornwall. Not only do speakers in these two areas have a

different accent, they also use a number of different words.
Different dialects may also use slightly different grammar. For

example, in Devon some people say'They do have ...' in
preference to 'They have ...'. Such regional expressions are not
'wrong', they simply differ from standard English. They are

sometimes described as'non-standard'.

digraph
Two letters written together to represent a single sound. For

elample, these are consonant digraphs:

ch ck gh ph sh th

There are also many vowel digraphs in English. For example:

For historical reasons, the letters 'a' and 'e' are frequently joined in
the older spelling of words such as medieval:

medieval

The use of this digraph is, however, dying out.
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It is very difficult to follow what is going on. Here is the same text
with the direct speech correctly punctuated:

'He's very clever, you know.'

'Very,' said Mr Datchery without enthusiasm.

'l mean, he's got a terrific lot of degrees and he's lived in all sorts
of countries.'

'5o I guessed.'

There was a pause; then: 'But you didn't think he was clever, did
you?'

Standard rules

r The words spoken are enclosed between inverted commas:

'He's very clever, you know.'

"He's very clever, you know."

I lf you normally use single inverted commas, then use double
inverted commas for'quotes within quotes':

Then she said, 'l did it because Henry said, "l don't care what you

do".'

and vice versa:

Then she said, "l did it because Henry said, 'l don't care what you
do'."

r Every time there is a new speaker, start a new paragraph:

'He's very clever, you know.'

'Very,' said Mr Datchery without enthusiasm.

r Each new piece of speech begins with a capital letter, even if it is not
at the beginninq of the sentence:

There was a pause; then: 'But you didn't think he was clever, did
you?'

r Each piece of speech should be preceded by a comma or colon:

There was a pause; then: 'But you didn't think he was clever, did
you?'

dimlnutlve
! A version of a noun that refers to a small version of something. Such

diminutives are formed by adding a prefix:

minibus

or a suffix:

notelet kitchenette duckling

I A version of a noun that indicates familiarity or fondness, formed by

adding a suffix:

Aussie sweetie footer champers

r A short form of a personal name:

Timothy r Tim Katherine + Kath/Kate/Katy

diphthong
An element of pronunciation. A diphthong is a vowel sound that is
composed of a sequence of two vowels. The vowel in the word so,

for example, begins with the 'o' sound of hot and then glides into
the 'u' sound of put. Other diphthongs are the vowel sounds in the
following words:

Diphthongs should not be confused with digraphs.

direct speech
ln stories, reports, and certain other types of writing, the words

spoken by people can be reported (in reported speech) or
quoted directly (direct speech). Direct speech uses a set of
punctuation conventions to separate the words actually spoken

from the rest of the text, so that the reader is not confused. The

need for these 'rules' can be seen when we remove the punctuation

from a piece of direct speech:

He's very clever, you know. Very said Mr Datchery without
enthusiasm. I mean, he's got a terrific lot of degrees and he's lived

in all sorts of countries. So I guessed. There was a pause; then: but
you didn't think he was clever, did you?

toillatehigh
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lllID
r There should normally be a comma, full stop, question mark, or

exclamation mark at the end of a piece of speech. This is placed

before the closing inverted comma(s):

'He's very clever, you know.'

'Very,' said Mr Datchery without enthusiasm.

r lfthe piece ofspeech is interrupted orthe speakertrails off, then it
can be ended with a dash or three dots:

'l shall, thank you. ls there anything-'

'Anything new? No, nothing.'

disiunct
A sentence adverbial that provides some comment by the speaker

or writer on the content of the sentence in which it appears.

Disjuncts often come at or near the beginning of the sentence. ln

the sentences that follow, the disjuncts are printed in bold:

Admittedly, the enemy on this occasion was not Napoleon.

Fortunately, this year's monsoon was short but sharp, and

improved water management has produced good floods.

They have, wisely, no intention of getting married for years to
come.

Common disjuncts include:

actually admittedly basically

briefly clearly frankly
in general obviously perhaps

personally possibly presumably

remarkably roughly (un)fortunately

ditransitive verb
A transitive verb is a verb that is followed by an object, for
example:

It destroyed 
,

verb

Some transitive verbs can be followed by two objects: a direct
object and an indirect object.

Verbs like this are described as ditransitive. They include verbs that
refer to transferring something from one agent to another, such as:

give hand inform pass tell

do
A primary auxiliary verb. Like be and have, do can be used both as

an auxiliary and as a main verb. lt is a common and useful main verb
in sentences such as:

They are doing a play.

Overcoats will do more than keep you warm this winter.

Another assassin is waiting to do him in.

As an auxiliary verb it is used:

r to make negative statements:

Water lilies do not grow well if water is falling onto their leaves.

r to form questions:

'Do you understand me?' he asked a second time.

t to form tag questions:

Well, it doesn't matter about anyone else, does it?

They didn't act like police, did they?

r for emphasis:

And he does like to travel.

r to avoid repetition:

I think you all know him better than I do.

This is instead of:

I think you all know him better than I know him.
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dummy subfect
ln most sentences the subject indicates what the sentence will be

about:

Many people in the industry see illegal file sharing as theft.

Some sentences, however, begin with a subject that contains no

such information:

It was bright and sunny.

There is absolutely nothing there.

/t and there are called dummy subjects: they do not provide

information; they simply serve to start the sentence off. (To see how
useful they are, try expressing the same information in a different

way.)

each
A word that can be used in two ways:

I pronoun

There were eight courses and it seemed that each lasted an hour.

... each ofthe 46 member countries ofthe Council of Europe ...

r determiner

But prizes are also given to runners-up in each category.

Singular or plural?

Most of the time, eoch is singular and should be followed by a

singular verb:

For although their personal relationship came to an end in the
1 980s, and each has since remarried . . .

... each song is intricately linked to the next ...
It is true that, in theory, each of these acts is a crime for which

the police could prosecute.

The exception to this is when eoch comes immediately after a plural

pronoun or noun to which it refers. Then the verb should be in the
plural:

Taking their test results, they each begin looking at them.

The girls each prepare for the adventure.

either ... or ...
A pair of coordinating conjunctions that are used to link items that
have the same grammatical status:

.. . the couple's three children either have degrees or are

working on them.

It is easy to place one of the two in the wrong place. For example:

.. . either because a person looked stupid, or was made to look
stupid by another person ... I

Here the two ideas being linked are:

a person looked stupid

a person was made to look stupid

Since o person appears in both, it is better to place eifher after it:

. . . because a person either looked stupid, or was made to look
stupid by another person ... /

See also: neither ... nor ...; or.

eitherfor question
A question in which the speaker offers a choice of two possible

answerS:

ls email a letter or a conversationT

Here the possible answers are 'a letter' or'a conversation'. However,

the respondent can always dodge the issue with a reply such as:

I don't know; a bit of both, really.

Either/or questions, along with yesfno questions, are sometimes
referred to as 'closed' questions, because they restrict the possible

answers that can be given. This is by contrast with wh- questions,
which allow a wide range of answers, and are 'open' questions.

ellipsis
The omission of one or more words in order to avoid repetition. lt is
often done by replacing a complete verb phrase by an auxiliary verb.

Otherclause components can also be omitted. Ellipsis is frequentlyused:

r with contrasting subjects, objects, or adverbials:

C
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You've got more use for it than I have.

instead of

You've got more use for it than I have use for it.

r with the verbs be and hove:

I was sure it would be worth the effort of breaking them in-and it
was.

instead of

I was sure it would be worth the effort of breaking them in-and it
was worth the effort of breaking them in'

r with modal auxiliary verbs like shou/d or could:

Two of them disappeared without trace as fast as they could.

instead of

Two of them disappeared without trace as fast as they could

disappear without trace.

Ellipsis helps to give a text cohesion, by indicating to the reader

or listener that sentences and parts of sentences are linked'

embedded clause
Aclause which forms part of another clause, or of a phrase.

Within a clause

A noun ctause can form the subject, object, or complement of a

complex sentence. When this happens, it is embedded within the

clause structure of that sentence. For example:

Wthin a phrase

Normally grammar follows the pattern that words form phrases'

which combine to form clauses. Clauses can then stand on their own

as simple sentences, or combine to form compound and complex

sentencet. So the hierarchy is: word-phrase-clause-sentence.

The exception to this pattern is when a relative clause forms part of

a noun phrase:

s7 etymology > exclamation mark

etymology
The study of the history of words, or the history of a particular word.
Dictionaries often provide information about the etymology of
words. For example, from the Oxford Dictionory of English:

ramekin

> noun a small dish for baking and serving an individual portion of
food

- origin mid 17th cent.: from French ramequin, of Low German or
Dutch origin; compare with obsolete Flemish romeken 'toasted

bread'.

exclamation mark
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exclamatlve

An exclamation is a remark expressing surprise, delight, pain, anger'

or other strong emotion, often spoken with extra force or emphasis:

How wonderfull

I ln writing, exclamations are often shown by the use of an
t-

P :::il::::tlilni,no..,.'haveaspeciarsrammaticarconstruction:

D the exclamative. This involves changing the normal sentence order

and starting the sentence in one of two ways:

r the sentence begins with how + adjective

How strange it looked from belowl

(instead of lt looked stronge from below.)

t the sentence begins with whot+ noun phrase

What an incredible confidence trick the election polls have turned

out to be.

(instead ol The election polls hove turned out to be on incredible

confidence trick.)

ln speech particularly, exclamations frequently contain no verb:

How stupid of me!

fewerf less
ln formal writing and speech, fewer should be used with countable
nouns and /ess with uncountable nouns. Examples:

Fewer shades of green

Parliament would have less power.

It is not standard English to use /ess with a plural or a number higher

than one, as in the following example:

Less people vote in Euro elections than vote in local elections. /(

finite verb
A form of the verb that is complete in itself and can be used alone as

the verb phrase in a sentence. ln the sentences that follow there is

one finite verb which is printed in bold type:

se finite verb

Then I examined the three main rooms.

Science tells us about the structural and relational properties of
objects.

The finite form of the verb shows tense (in the strict sense of
present or past), number, and person.

The sentences that follow do not contain finite verbs; the verbs in

bold type are non-finite:

Habit of appearing to stand on tiptoe, stretching the neck.

So kitsch, frozen in time.

lf the verb phrase in a sentence consists of more than one verb word,
then the first verb should be finite. ln the sentences that follow, the
verb phrase is printed in italics and the finite verb is in bold:

Magazine editors in 1955 were hit by the same problem.

The jazz scene must hoye sounded to Parker like a musical hall of
mirrors.

A convenient way of checking whether a verb phrase is finite is to
use the followinq flow chart:

That verb must be

finite:

1. Showing tense

(wolkslwolked)

2.Showing number/
person (/ wolk, she

wolks)

The firstverb in the

must be finite:

amlislorelwjwre
hovelhoslhod

doldoesldid

wiil I would I shoil I should

conlcould

moylmight

must

ought (to)
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first person
The personal pronouns I and we are referred to as first person

singular and first person plural respectively. When a story or report

is written using the pronoun I it is said to be written in the first

person, or to be a first person narrative:

I then went off for lunch, which was soup and crayfish.

focus
Some adverbials are used to focus attention on one part of a

sentence:

Paul regularly runs out ofthe nursery to play ball in a busy street;

he has also run home by himself and was nearly hit by a lorry.

The writer is adding to the dangerous things that Paul has done, and

the adverb also helps focus our attention. lf we remove the word,

the sentence is much weaker:

Paul regularly runs out ofthe nursery to play ball in a busy street;

he has run home by himself and was nearly hit by a lorry.

Other examples of sentences with focusing adverbials are:

Utah, in particular, needs all the new employers it can find.

Only the flowers in the vase on the table in front of me seemed

real.

fraction
See numeral.

future continuous
A tense formed by will be or sholl be followed by the present
participle:

I shall be working.

Uses

r To describe a future action, but emphasizing that it will go on over a

period of time:

I shall be working quite late tonight.

r To refer to planned or arranged events in the future:

Mr Wilkins will be working at the library during the next year.

r To make promises or threats:

I will be making an announcement to the audience before the

curtain rises.

future perfect
A tense formed by will hove or sholl hove followed by the past

participle:

She will have worked.

Uses

r To predict that a future action will be finished by a particular time:

When I retire later this year at 56 I will have completed 38 years

with the company.

r To make deductions:

Jennifer will have had enough by now.

We're sure club members will have worked very hard to make

this event a great success.
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future perfect continuous
The tense used to describe an action that will have been completed

at a particular point in the future. lt emphasizes that the action will

have been going on over a period of time' lt is form edby shalllwill hove

been followed by the present participle:

Some readers will have been growing roses for years'

future tense
This is also called the simple futuretense' lt is formed by using the

modal auxilSary verbs will or sholl followed by the verb stem:

you will tell

For example:

You will tell me, eventuallY.

Uses

t Prediction:

You will arrive in your resort mid-morning on 12 May'

r lndicating determination or commitment:

The Labour Government will immediately make available [1bn

to invest in the NHS.

r To show ability (in general terms, not just in the future):

A pair of kitchen scales will do that easily'

I To describe habits:

Feminists will keep on about language'

gerund
See verbal noun.

grading adiectives
Modifying an adiective by placing one or more adverbs in front of

it. For examPle:

a beautiful view

a rather beautiful tropical garden

extremelY beautiful drawings

9: gT"lNM:I

Only qualitative adjectives can be graded. Classifying adiectives

cannot normally be graded.

,.,'1,;i1..'qr 1r'r 1r,,,1i tl

i
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grapheme
A term from linguistics meaning the smallest unit in writing that can

change meaning. This is a letter or group of letters representing a

single phoneme, for example:

b ng ea.

headf headword
The head or headword of a phrase is the word on which the phrase

is built up:

he, she, or lt?
ln English there isn't a pronoun that can refer to a person without

defining whether that person is male or female. This raises the

problem of how to avoid choosing between he and she in sentences

like this:

lf your employee is over pension age, -?- pays no employee's

Nl contributions.

There are a number of possible solutions:

r Use he throughout and apologize to the reader, explaining that you

mean he or she. Alternatively use she throughout with a similar gloss.

lf your employee is over pension age, he pays no employee's Nl

contributions.

lf your employee is over pension age, she pays no employee's Nl

contributions.

Many people find this approach unacceptable.

I Use he or she (and him or her) throughout:

or it?
91

ItD I

6s homograph > homonym

lf your employee is over pension age, he or she pays no

employee's Nl contributions.

This is generally acceptable but can be rather longwinded and

clumsy, especially if used a lot.

! Turn the sentence into the plural:

lf your employees are over pension age, they pay no employee's
Nl contributions.

This is both acceptable and neat, but sometimes it is not possible.

r Use the pronouns theylthem, even though the noun they referto is

singular:

lf your employee is over pension age, they pay no employee's Nl

contributions.

This is increasingly used, but traditionalists disapprove because they
consider it ungrammatical. For this reason it should be avoided in
more formal writing.

r Turn the sentence into the passive:

No employee's Nl contributions need be paid by employees over
pension age.

This is often a neat solution, provided that the sentence isn't too
long and doesn't become difficult to understand.

homograph
Two words which are written in the same way but which have

different meanings and are pronounced differently are described as

homographs. An example is sow, which can mean to put seeds in

the ground, but when pronounced differently refers to a female pig.

See also: homonym.

homonym
Two (or more) words which look or sound the same, but have

distinct and unrelated meanings. These fall into three groups:

I Words which are written and pronounced in the same way:

seal butt last mew

C
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r Words which are written in the same way but pronounced differently:

sow lead

These are also referred to as homographs.

r Words which sound the same but are written differently:

meet/meat right/write/rite

These are also referred to as homophones.

homophone
See homonym.

how
An adverb with four main uses:

r to introduce a question

How are you feeling?

I to introduce a noun clause

This is how they did it.

r with an adjective or another adverb

You have no idea how heavy flowers can be.

He had noticed before how slowly the British matured.

r to introduce an exclamative

How remarkable!

ln informal usage it can also be used as a noun:

To the buyer, the how has become as important as the what.

however
An adverb with two main uses:

r to modiry an adJective or another adverb:

We cannot afford to postPone necessary actions, however

difficult, in the future.

hyphen67

r as a sentence adverbial, a conjunct:

There was, however, one important difference.

This is the traditional way to use the word, enclosed between

commas. lt can also be placed at the beginning ofthe sentence

followed by a comma:

However, they may not need a bus much longer.

6
Some compound words are linked by a hyphen. There is no

simple rule to help know which compounds need hyphens and

which do not. Hyphens are, however, being used less and less,

especially in compound nouns. People tend to write ra,,ebsite rather

than lareb-site and air roid rather than oir-rord.

trrn""r .* 
",,t** 

,r"O ," ,n" following situations:

r to form a noun from a phrasal verb or a preposhional verb:

to build up * a build-up

The build-up to a major event is really exciting ..

r (sometimes) to form a word with a prefix:

co-opt multi-storey

r to form certain compound adjectives:

easy-carE right-handed
',:, ' t l'tt , ,, i' t,, , l, , 

,,

Sefittnea:totstnl$l {rynttx},,,, ,,,,,, ,I r l, r :i ,,r,1

Sometimes it is important to show that certain words in a

sentence are meant to be read together. lf the hyphen(s) were not
used, the meaning might not be-clear. Compare'these two' ,,tliliiiilr,,
senten$es:,,.- :i r,r,:" i, '
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if
A subordinating conjunction used to introduce conditional clauses

(see condition).

It can also be used:

r with whot to form questions about things that might happen in the
future or might have happened in the past:

What if I find certain issues or situations difficult?

What if he had become much more ruthless in that time?

r before an adjective or adverb to form a verbless clause:

It was a delicious, if small, compensation.

Trade unions began, if slowly and unadventurously, to assert

that they didn't give a hoot.

lfme
I is the subjective form and me is the objective form of the first
person Pronoun.

r The subjective form should be used for the subject of a sentence:

My husband and I own six dogs.

ln formal language it should also be used for the subject
complement:

It is I who am wrong, not you.

1D

6e imperative

lncreasingly in less formal language me is used in such sentences:

Come on, this is me, remember?

r The objective form should be used for the object of a sentence:

For all I know you've manipulated both William Ash and me into
this whole situation!

It is also used after a preposition:

Which is how it was with my husband and me.

r ln some dialects me is used as the subject of the verb:

'Cos me and him are good friends, like.

This is not standard English and some speakers work so hard to
avoid it that they use I when they should use me. For example:

This is just another publishing trick to make you and I talk about
it-which we are. r(

ln this sentence the pronoun is the object of the verb rnoke and so it
should be me:

This is just another publishing trick to make you and me talk
about it-which we are. /

The commonest example of this misuse of , is expressions using

betweenl

The most important thing between you and I is our mutual love, is

it not? I
As bettteen is a preposition, this should be:

The most important thing between you and me is our mutual
love, is it not? /

imperative
The imperative mood is used to make commands:

'Co away!' cried Mary.

The verb form used is the stem. lmperative clauses have a special

form. They resemble a normal clause, but there is no sublect. ln
effect the subject is you, but is not stated:

'(You) go away!'cried Mary.

C
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lndefinite pronoun
The indefinite Pronouns are:

some

. any

none

everyone

either

) indirect obiect

As the name 'indefinite' suggests, these allow the speaker to be

rather vague about who or what is referred to:

I do believe that somebody must find a way to wrestle control of

the lnternet from the hands of the US and the corporate interests

and give it back to the people of the world.

lndirect obrect
Certain transitive verbs can have two objects:

r a direct object

r an indirect object.

For example:

As the examples show, the two types of object convey a different

meaning. The indirect object tells us about the person or thing that

benefits from the action described by the verb: they received the

early Christmas present; I heard the story.

Verbs which commonly have an indirect object as well as a direct

one include:

bring buy give

send show teach

someone somebody something

anyone anybody anything

no one nobody nothing

everybody everything all

neither both each

promise

tell

71 infinitive > inflection

infinitive
A form of the verb. ln the verb phrase the infinitive has two forms:

r the verb stem. This form of the infinitive is used after moda!
auxiliary verbs such as must and shou/d:

Lift must go on.

modalauxillary lnfinltlve

r to plus the verb stem:

infinitive clause
A clause in which the verb is not finite, but an infinitive. The

following examples show the similarities and differences between

the two types of clause:

lnflectlon
Most nouns and verbs, many adjectives, and some pronouns

change their form according to how they are used in a sentence.

This process is called inflection.

I want to save her-' ;# ,'"r"'iri*

'ltiNiiritiiliiiiilr'.
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I Nouns inflect to show the plural:

one car + several cars

one child * several children

r Verbs inflect to show number and person in the present tense:

lwork * she works

They also inflect to show the difference between past and Present
tenses:

lwork - lworked

I write - lwrote

There are also inflections to form the present participle:

write * writing

and the past particlple:

write + written

r Some adjectives inflect to make the comparative and superlative
forms:

tall+taller-tallest

r Some pronouns inflect to form the objective case:

she + her

and the possessive case:

her - hers

infl ectlonal morphology
The study of the way in which the form of words is changed

according to the way in which they are used in sentences.

See inflection.

intensifier
An adverb that is used to modify an adjective. lntensifiers show
how much of a quality something has. For example:

a beautiful view

a rather beautiful tropical garden

extremely beautiful drawings

lntensifiers can also modifo other adverbs. For example:

easily

fairly easily

incredibly easily

lnterrogative
The type ofsentence or clause used to ask questions. There are

four main types of question:

r eitherfor questions

t tag questions

r wh- questions

r yes/no questions.

lnterrogative pronoun
The interrogative pronouns are;

who whom whose what which

They are used in the formation of questions:

So what do we, the taxpayers, get for $880 million?

'So,' said Jenco, 'whose are they?'

intonation
An element of pronunclatlon.. lntonation refers to the musical
'tune' of a sentence. lt is possible to speak the following words in
two ways:

So she went home after that

I as a statement:

So she went home after that.

ln this case the voice rises slightly towards the end of the sentence,

but falls at the very end.

t as a question:

So she went home after that?

Here the voice rises at the end of the sentence, making it clear that
it is a question and not a statement.
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lntonation is used in many different ways to put a 'spin' on a spoken

sentence. For example, the following sentence can be spoken in two

different ways:

So she went home after that, didn't she?

r with the voice falling at the end. This indicates that the speaker is

expecting listeners to agree.

r with the voice rising at the end. ln this case the speaker expresses

uncertainty and is looking for either confirmation or correction:

A: So she went home after that, didn't she?

B: No, she stayed on for another couple of hours.

intransltive verb
A verb that does not have to be followed by an obiect. For example:

groan: The man on the terrace was groaning.

laugh: We both laughed.

Verbs that are followed by an object are referred to as transitive.

Some verbs can be either transitive or intransitive. For example,

writei

Why hadn't Ken told him he was writing?

She was writing an essay.

inversion
Changing the normal order of elements in a sentence. For example,

some questions are formed by reversing the normal order of

subject before verb:

She is breathing. * ls she breathing?

This reversal of subject and verb is sometimes used in direct
speech, too:

'lt looks like you sure got a lot,' said she.

ts inverted commi ls

ffi
[ii$ffi

tffi

Nriii
illlifl|rl

rlrii

dtiiE
iii'N

I

,,li
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tn,this exgnrp ,the ure of so"rslled +ign3h the wdtgrll fqeltng' bui

the, invertiid,,comrnas will do the job'on their, ira-nl

,,,, 
Manv.latger houseC, w,.er1., b.erngqp$t up inlo ifl3tf l -,', 
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Single or double
There is no fixed rule about whether to use single or double

inverted commas, but the following guidelines may help.

r lf you need to include a guotation within a quotation, enclose it in

the type of inverted commas you have not yet used. So if you

normally use single inverted commas' put the enclosed quotation

in double:

r Choose either single or double as your default style and use them

consistently. Single inverted commas tend to be preferred in
gilftih aild{i0ubie;16r1t1a u$,

, "r'flewondered if,$dr*li* *t'rt was before them' but d.i$ notl
say anything. Best not to know. "The story has to be finished,

.ni t ,urt i" the one to finish it." The words were like stones

in his rnouth.'

and vice versa:" ";;;;""d 
if that was what was before them, but did not sav

anything. Best not to know. 'The story has to be finished, and I

*r* bJ,h" on" to finish it.'The words were like stones in his

irregular verb
A verb that does not form its past tense and past participle in

regular way. Regular verbs work like this:

STEM PAST TENSE PASI PARTICIPI.E

happen happened happened

tango tangoed tangoed

smile smiled smiled

lfthe stem ends in a consonantora vowel otherthan e, then you add the

letters ed. If the stem ends in e then the letter d is added.

lrregular verbs do not follow this pattern. Linguists divide them into

seven different groups within which there are patterns. For everyday

purposes it is simpler to divide them into three:

r verbs in which the stem, the past tense, and the past participle each

have a different form

r verbs in which the past tense and the past participle have the same

form which is different from the stem

r verbs where all three are the same.

PAST TENSE PAST PARTICIPTE

1qqft,,,,i taken, c
swam swtjm

swung swung

bound bound

hit hit
burst burst

1. ,r .take I

,l , iwln
2 ,,: 

'" 
.lnwlngi , : bind

3 ,,' .' 6ifr',"
'r',r,,,burst..

There are two verbs which are even more irregular: be and go.

STEM PRESENT TENSE PAST TENSE PAST PARTICIPLE

isJamla .,', , ,waslwgre.. ,bern:
gOlgOqr,, , went:,, .r1r,g0{lg,

be

9or

isf are
Verbs have different forms in the simple present tense depending

:[:n" 
nrrnb". and person of the subject. For the verb to be these

l r,,;,,,'r:,$tltoUrer,',',ir,.rtr' I,]FLURAL,''

1st person I am we are

:2nd person I you are (thou, al,t)' ', ' 
1{ou arel'

3rd person, , helshelit is ,theylare

It also has different forms in the simple past tense:



It is important to make sure that subject and verb agree, and if the

subject is a single noun or a short noun phrase there isn't usually a

problem. ln longer sentences, especially where the subject is an

extended noun phrase, difficulties can sometimes arise. For example:

One very key official has told the Prime Minister that the

machinery, funding, and general ability to mobilize a strong but

swift campaign is in place. I
The subject ofthe clause is the m ochinery, funding, and general obility

to mobilize o strong but swift comporgn. This is formed of three noun

phrases joined by ond:

So it must be plural not singular and the verb should be ore.

ln the sentence that follows the error has a different cause:

lsrael's five hours of talks with Syria, which started on Sunday

after much diplomatic wrangling, was described as frustrating. r(

Here the writer has made the verb agree with the noun phrase that is

nearest to it: much diplomotic wrangling.ln fact the subject is:

lsrael's five hours of talks with Syria, which started on Sunday

after much diplomatic wrangling ...
To be sure of the correct form of the verb it is necessary to identify
the headword of the noun phrase-the word that lies at its heart.

What was the writer talking about when he said that it was

'frustrating'? The answer has to be 'five hours'. And as hours is

plural, the verb must be plural too.

it - passive
ln formal writing it is quite common to begin a sentence with if
followed by the passive form of the verb. For example:

t? iHlil:: >_iHI

Itis feltthata person propelling a motorcyclewith his legs astridethe
cycle and his feet on the ground by 'paddling' it would be driving.

The sentence is taken from a legal text, so it needs to be precise. .lt

is felt' is imprecise because it is unclear who it refers to. (And felt is
rather a vague term.) Better to say:

lf someone sits astride a motorcycle and uses their feet to
'paddle' it along the ground, then, in law, they are driving.

See also: passive voice.

itsrit's
This is an occasion where the use of the apostrophe can cause
problems. The rule is as follows:

its
This is the possessive form (see case; possession):

His face had lost its boyish roundness.

it's
This is the short form of if is or if hos:

It's a sign of growing up.

just
This adverb has two meanings:

I a short time ago:

He and his wife have just arrived here.

r only:

ljust had time to see my mother and sister off.

Sometimes it is not clear which of the two meanings is intended:

I've just bought this little flask.

Does this mean that the speaker only bought the flask and nothing
else? Or that the speaker has bought it very recently? lf you wish to
be absolutely precise you may have to replacejust, and/or add
other words:

l've only bought this little flask*nothing else.

I bought this little flask just now.
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Iexical morphologY
The study of how new words are formed by adding prefixes or

suffixes to existing words. For example:

un + attractive + ness+unattractiveness

lexicalpattern
Another term for word famllY'

lexical verb
Another term for main verb.

lexis
The words that are used in a language, or a dialect of a language'

More specifically, 'lexis' refers to the words which carry meaning, in

contrast with those that are used to 'glue' a sentence together, and

form part of grammar. So, for example, people, purple, and perplex

are lexical items; in, mrght, and someone are grammatical items'

Although 'vocabulary' is a more commonly used noun with much

the sarne meaning, it does not have a related adjective as lexis does:

lexicol.

See also: lexical morphology; lexical pattern; lexical verb'

likefasfas if
Like is used as a PrePosition to show similarity between things:

Was it that he looked so much like his father?

ln informal speech and writing it is also used as a coniunction in

sentences such as:

He looks llke he's never seen an iron.

Purists frown on this use of like and consider it 'uneducated' even

though this usage dates back at least as far as Shakespeare'

(Darwin, for example, wrote, 'Unfortunately few have observed like

you have done.') lf you wish to avoid this kind of criticism, in formal

writing and speech, use os or os if:

He looks as if he's never seen an iron.

Unfortunately few have observed as you have done'

linking verb > lists

linking verb
Main verbs can be divided into:

r transitive

r intransitive

r linking.

Linking verbs are used to link the subject of a clause with its
complement. They are used in sentences like these:

By far the commonest linking verb is be. Others are:

seem appear become look

lists
It is quite common to have to include lists of items in a piece of
continuous prose. Punctuation has two purposes in presenting such
lists:

1. To introduce the list
lf the list itself is not particularly long, there is no need to use any
punctuation to introduce it:

He had come equipped with a bottle of white wine, pit6, French

bread, and fruit.

Longer lists, especially in formal writing, can be introduced by a
colon:

Weeds may reach the lawn in various ways: as seeds blown by the
wind ...

This can also be done less formally by a dash:

It contained quite a bit of information-the position of the police

telephones, the infirmaries, the hospitals, fire brigade, fire boxes,
and so on.

2. To separate the items in the list
This is normally done by placing a comma after each item:

81



main verb > manner
main clause

The two clauses in the last example can be joined in other ways, by

making one of them dependent on the other: by turning it into a

main verb
The verb phrase in a clause can contain two types ofverb: main

verbs and auxiliary verbs. Main verbs carry a meaning that can be

looked up in a dictionary. (They are also referred to as 'lexical

verbs'.) lf the verb phrase only contains a single verb, then that must

be a main verb. lf it contains more than one, then one will be a main

verb and the othe(s) auxiliary. ln the examples that follow, the main

verb is in bold type and the auxiliary verb(s) in italics.

Strange men moved about the streets in pairs.

Everything now wos always reminding me of something else.

ln the end my legs seem to have got better on their own.

manner
Adverbials and adverbial clauses can be used to provide

information about how things occur.

r Adverbials

She drifted slowly over to the telephone.

The trees rushed past at great speed.
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r Adverbial clauses

She had arrived early, as she always does.

Ted was a child ofthe sixties, but he sounded as if he'd been

born in the Blitz.

It is also possible to have non-finite clauses of manner:

He made as if to get readY to leave.

may
A modal auxitiary verb with two types of meaning:

r permission

Thank you, Mrs Prynn, you may leave us now'

r possibility

They may come in handY.

See also: canfmay: mayfmight.

may,might
These two modal auxiliary verbs can be used to talk about

possibility in the present, future, or past.

Present and future
Either moy or m ight can be used:

They may come in handY.

You might want to add to a set of chairs that you already possess'

Past

There are three types of past situation in which moy or mrght can be

used.

I The speaker does not know whether something happened or not and

is just speculating about it. Here we can use moy ot mighti

Suspicions remain that MacKenzie was linked to organized crime

in some way, but officers believe he may have made a serious

mistake over a single loan around 1999.

He might have thought about his wife' his daughter, or even

about his mother. 
l

r The speaker knows that an event did not happen and is speculating

about how things might have turned out if circumstances had been

different. ln this case, you should only use rnrght:

b

8s might > modalauxiliary verb

lf the grandmother hadn't spoiled the boy so badly, Jin might
have had a better future. /

It would be wrong to write:

lf the grandmother hadn't spoiled the boy so badly, Jin may have
had a better future. /(

r ln a report, the event being described is completed and the
possibilities referred to have also been closed down. Here only might
can be used:

He had no doubt that they were dealing with a suicide bomber
and that he might have to shoot him dead. /

The following would be wrong:

He had no doubt that they were dealing with a suicide bomber
and that he may have to shoot him dead. ,x

The use of moy continues the possibility into the present, when it is

clear that the situation is in fact over and done with.

might
A modal auxiliary verb used to indicate possibility.
See may/might.

modal auxiliary verb
An auxiliary verb that forms part of a verb phrase which refers to
events that are potential rather than actual:

Almost all of them have achieved personal bests. (actual)

lf he had not played football, who knows what he might have
achieved as a scientist, philosopher, or politician? (potential)

The modal auxiliary verbs are:

shall will should would
can could
may might
must
ought (to)

Each of these has a separate entry in this book.

o



modifyfmodifier

modifyfmodifier
ln grammar, to modifo is to change or add to the meaning of a

word or phrase. A modifier is a word or group of words that changes

or adds to the meaning of another word. For example:

r Adjectives modifo nouns.

I Nouns can also be modified by other nouns and by prepositional
phrases.

ln the examples that follow, the modifiers are printed in bold.

Edgar Degas favoured his studio to the oiren (adjective) air,

preferring to paint at the racecourse and in ballet (noun) studios.

There was a smear of mud (prepositional phrase) on his nose.

r Adverbs modi{y adjectives.

lsabella can very (adverb) easily come across as a prig.

Modifiers that come before the woid they modify are referred to as

premodifiers:

open air

Those that follow the word they modifo are postmodifiers:

smear of mud

See also: adjective phrase; adverb phrase; noun phrase.
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morpheme
. The lowest unit of language that can convey meaning' You

cannot break a morpheme down into anything smaller

that has a meaning. Many simple words are morphemes'

For example:

child shed walk

Some words consist of two or more morphemes:

child + ren child + ish

walk+s walk+ing

ren, ish, s, ing all convey some meaning, even though none of them

is a word in lts own right. lf we try to break them down any further

we just end up with graphemes or phonemes:

r+e+n i+sh

None of these conveys meaning on its own.

morPhology
The study of how words are built up and how they change according

to their use in sentences. With syntax it forms the grammar of the

language. This can be shown in the following sentence:

Bharati's words gave him an idea.

multiple sentence > need

Morphology tells us, for example, that the plural of the noun word is

formed by adding the letter s, and that the verb give is irregular and
its past tense is gove. Syntax tells us that the sentence is slmple and
is made up ofa subject, verb, indirect object, and direct object.

multiple sentence
A sentence that contains more than one finite clause. (As opposed
to a simple sentence that only contains one finite clause.) Multiple
sentences are divided into compound sentences and complex
sentences.

must
A modal auxiliary verb used to express a number of meanings,
including the following:

r likelihood/logic

You must be starving.

r compulsion/obligation

ln such cases there must be a right of appeal.

r morality

However, we must not hate them.

r determination

'l must go,' breathed Stefania, and was gone.

r advice

You really must get out of that bad habit.

See also: modal meanings.

need
A verb that can be used as a normal main verb or as a moda!
auxiliary verb. For this reason it is sometimes described as a 'semi-
modal'verb.

r As a main verb, it is a transitive verb (one that requires an object):

They needed clothes that would not get torn in a fight.
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r As a modal auxiliary verb' it is followed by to and the stem of a main

verb:

They needed to rest' they said, but showed no signs of doing so'

ln questions and negative statements the to is omitted:

Need I saY more?

. He need not have worried.

negative
English clauses can be positive or negative' The commonest way of

making a negative clause is by adding not:

I have made my mind up. + I have not made my mind up'

lf the verb is in the simple present or the simple past' then it is

necessary to add the auxiliary do:

ldo not blame her.

The attainment of independence for lndia did not mark the end

of its struggle'

Other entries on negatives are: neither; nelther " ' nor ' ' '; none

arefnone is; nonefno one'

neither
Neither can be used in three main ways:

I as a determiner

It's baffling that neither team has scored in this match yet'

Used in this way, the noun phrase containing neither is followed by

a singular verb.

I as a pronoun

While both men have a long list of achievements to their credit'

neither is in the first flush ofyouth'

Neither of these skills is necessary any more'

Normally neither as a Pronoun is followed by a singular verb' but

sometimes writers use a plural verb after neither of to achieve an

emPhatic effect:

er neither ... nor... > non-defining relative clause

Neither of these candidates have accepted tainted money.

r with nor: see below.

nelther... nor...
Coordinating conjunctions that can be used to link words, phrases,

and, sometimes, clauses:

The victor was neither Apple nor lBM.

A number of points should be remembered:

r Neither is normally only used with two items, so it is non-standard to
say:

Neither sound, nor earth, nor sky could be seen here.

(Even after allowing for the fact that sounds cannot be 'seen'.)

I The two items to be joined must be grammatically equivalent, and it
is important to get neither in the right place. Here it is not:

I neither cared about the characters nor their predicaments. ,(

This should be:

I cared about neither the characters nor their predicaments. /

nominalclause
Another name for a noun clause.

non-definlng relative clause
Relative clauses add information to the noun or pronoun they
modify. Sometimes that information is essential: without it the
sentence doesn't make much sense. Other relative clauses are not
essential to the sentence as a whole: they may add interesting
information, but if they are removed the sentence still stands.
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The information contained in the relative clause who hod red hoir

and ftre in his eye is interesting, but even when it is removed we still

know to whom the sentence refers. Clauses of this kind are called

non-defining relative clauses.

See also: defining relative clause; relative clauses and

punctuation.

none arernone is
People sometimes say that you should always follow the pronoun

none with a singular verb. They argue that none is derived from not

one so it must always be singular. This is mistaken' Both are

acceptable in educated speech and writing' ln speech, and with

phrases containing none of, a plural verb is more frequently used

than a singular one. ln writing' the situation is reversed' Where none

is used on its own, then a singular verb is more commonly used' The

best advice is to follow none with the form of the verb that makes

best sense in the context:

Of the five bridges crossing the Tyne at Newcastle, none is more

famous than the High Level Bridge.

There do not appear to have been any children (none are

mentioned in his will).

ln the first sentence the writer implies that even if you examine

the bridges one by one, you will not find one that is more famous'

ln the second sentence the writer is concerned with chi/dren and so

it makes sense to use the plural form of the verb'

nonerno one
The pronoun none can refer to one individual person or more than

one (as explained in the previous entry). ln contemporary English no

one is more frequently used if you wish to referto a single person'

For example:

University lecturers frequently complain about the standard of

Leaving Cert students arriving in college these days' but I bet

none are as dumb as the professor who was conned out of

€15 500 bY an internet scam.

New music is the hardest to play because no one is really familiar

with it ...

non-finite clause > noun

non-finlte clause
A clausewhich is used in the same way as a finite clause, but does

not have a finite verb. lnstead it has an infinitive, a present
participle, or a past participle. ln the examples that follow, the

non-finite clause is in bold type and is followed in brackets by a finite

version of the same structure.

r infinitive

You just don't know when to stop. (... when you should stop.)

r present participle

Every person has a responsibility for maintaining safety when
travelling. (... when they are travelling.)

r past participle

They are cooled by water taken from the River Yenisey. (...
that is taken from the River Yenisey.)

non-restrictive relative clause
Another name for a non-defining relative clause.

nor
A coordinating conjunction. lt is often used as part of a pair:

neither ... nor ....
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noun clause

noun Glause
A clause in a complex sentence forming one of the following

elements:

r subject

What they want to do next is to use deuterium and tritium in

the machine.

r object

We don't just let them do what they want to do.

r subject complement

This is what they want to do.

r obiect complement

He made it what it is todaY'

A noun clause can also be the object of a preposition:

Women make their own minds up about what they want to do'

noun Phrase

noun phrase
A group of words built up on a single noun, which is called the
headword of the phrase. The noun phrases that follow all have the
same headword, books:

books

some books

some books about photography

some excellent books about photography

some really excellent books about photography

Noun phrases can consist ofthe following parts:

ln clauses noun phrases can be:

r subject

The only thing driving research into GM foods is greedt

r object

Harry lifted his bushy eyebrows at Elizabeth.

r subJect complement

It was a stirring tune.

r object complement

But now the party faithful have appointed him crisis manager
of a party still threatened by disintegration.

I part of a larger phrase, for example a prepositional phrase:



numera! > object

numeral
There are three kinds of numeral: cardinal, ordinal, and fraction,

Numerals can be used as pronouns or determlners.

Cardinal numerals
These provide information about quantity; they answer the
question, 'How many?'

The other five were ferderal judges ...
You know we are given only five days to train with the foreign-

based players ...

Ordinal numerals
These provide information about ranking position,,

It's on the fifth level, room 529.

I'll be the fifth.

Fractions
These provide information about quantities less than one whole.

According to Dr Piot, two thirds of young women in sub-Saharan

Africa still do not knorrv how HIV is transmitted.

He is also entitled to a company car and two thirds salary as

pension.

obfect
ln a statement (declarative) clause the object norrnally comes after

the verb and refers to a person, place, thing, or idea that is different
from the subject. lt can be a noun, a pronoun, a noun phrase, or a

noun clause:

See also: indirect object.



only

'Just see if you can go a little ...'
Zero collapsed.

Some writers prefer to use a dash for this purpose:

'l really have to sit down.'

'Just see if you can go a little-'
Zero collapsed.

only
A word that can be used as an adjective, an adverb, or a

conjunction.

Adjective
As an adjective, only is normally preceded by the and followed by a

noun or the pronoun one:

That will be the only way to keep the commercial sector healthy.

Bill was certainly not the only one neryous before the start of the

big race.

Adverb
As an adverb, only is used to limit the meaning of the verb or

another element of the sentence, or the whole sentence. lt tells us

that its application is restricted to that one item or event. The

placing of on/y varies according to how it is used.

r Applying to a verb

lf the verb consists of just one word (the main verb), it comes

immediately before it:

He only realized too late after things turned sour for him.

lfthe verb consists of more than one verb (auxiliary verb(s)

followed by a main verb), on/y is placed after the first auxiliary

verb:

The business could only survive through finding niches and

performing well.

lf the verb is be, then only follows it:

War is only a means of imposing a country's will over another by

force for a while.
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r Applying to another sentence element

When only applies to other sentence elements it normally comes

immediatelY before them:

It's shipping in 4 weeks, but initially only through the A&E

website'

Conjunction
tn less formal English, only is used as a conjunction with a similar

meaning to but:

His features still had a handsome aPPearance' only he was now

bearded and his hair was greYer'

Potential Problems
Using only in the ways described above can sometimes lead to

possible confusion, as in the following sentence:

He only touched the wrap with his fingers ' ' '

This could mean that he touched the wrap but not the contents'

or that he didn't touch the wrap with any other part of his body'

lnsituationslikethis,ifyouwishtobeabsolutelyclearyoumayhave
to move only so that is closer to the word(s) you wish to emphasize:

He touched only the wrap with his fingers ' ' '

He touched the wrap only with his fingers " '

These versions may sound less natural, but they are more precise.

or
A coordinating conjunction used to link items of a similar

grammatical status:

r words

rain or shine, winter or sPring ' ' '

r phrases

an oPerating system or a suite of office Programs

I clauses

They must still be at the market or they went to the bar for a

drink.

101 ordinal > paragraph

Further information
See also: either ... or ...

ordinal
See numeral.

ought
A modal auxiliary verb used to refer to possible, rather than actual,

events. lt expresses a view about how desirable an action might be

and is normally followed by fo and the stem of the main verb:

You ought to go and see a doctor'

It can also stand alone:

No, I ought not.

Not used with'did'
Oughtis not used with did in standard English. So the following are

both non-standard:

Did she ought to be there? ,(

The base didn't ought to be that close to local communities. r(

These should be:

Ought she to be there? /
The base ought not to be that close to local communities. /
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Example , ,, l

Edtting inyolve$ looking at the repofi and thinking about how

it can be improved, Drafting, too; involves rea lng whatypu

haye written a-nd thinking about how it can be improvCd' 5o

Gfitttudlffe,rence? Itf, a,guestion of focus. When you,draft

you are thinking about yourself as writen about what you want

io communi.at* to your,audience. When you edit, you thinlt

about your readers: you try to see things from their point of

view.

It is important to understand this distinction, because unless

fo, Uo, yo, will find it hard to edit what you have written' ln

many ways the person who wrote a text is the worst person to
lbe giventhejob of editins !t, Thgy haye !1n yo{<in*.a1}t,fry

, hours, iays;mgfltht, wen*an{ 
-fin! ]t 

dlfficult to,s, ! blck
+** it and,lobk at rt,oblecively and dispassionatelyr That is

exactly what an editor has to do, but it is something that the

authoi finds very difficult to achieve. (That's why, when I have

finished writing this book, I shall hand it over-with some

;ii;i- ,; a pifessional editor, who will look at it with fresh

"^l
Paragraph structure

A typical paragraph has three sections:

lLeadsentence ,' ,, r,' , r rr 'ill
(Someti mes called the topic Sentenceilthis'6 noimally the hrst or

second sentence in the paragraph and tells the reader what the

paragraph is about:

Editing involves looking at the report and thinking about how

it can be imProved.

bef,ore, and to provide'a lead.in tE the next paragraph.

parenthesas

ln ,he cese'of the Sn! paragraph in the example, the conrluding
sentcncg founds,off the {arEument' that editing is different from
dr-aftingr

lf a text is to flow. the paragraphs need to be linked together. Here

the second paragraph begins with the words:

It is important to understand this distinction, because unless you

do, you will find it hard to edit what you have written.

The words this distinction refer back to the content of the previous

paragraph. The whole sentence explains how this paragraph will
develop the ideas of trhi'previous one.

See also: ellipsis; reference; s€nten€e adverbial.

When you edit, you think about your readers: you try to see

$entence: ,', , ' "rr"" ',
This movie (by which I mean Lord of the Rings in total) will stand
for generations as exernplar of film excellence ...

Brackets are the most formal (and most obvious) way of
showing parentheses:

\ffhen somethlng is put:in parenthesis' it is separated offfrom the
main part of the sentence, by a pair of brackets, commas, or
dashes. This is usually because it contains information or ideas
,thatire r-rotrgtsential to an,under.itanding of the qenterue. This
may be because the words contain additional but non-essential

information:

Negotiation over issues deemed too controversial, such as the
status ofJerusalem and the right of Palestinian refugees to
return home (from exile in Lebanon, for example), were
deferred to a future time

or because they form a comment by the author on the rest of the



participle

particlple
A form ofthe verbthat is used in forming verb phrases and for
other purposes. There are two participles:

r present participle

19: .. . . . . .... ..... Part of speech > passive voice

Participle problems
A present participle can be used to form a non_finite clause. lf this
is placed at the beginning ofthe sentence it should always refer to
the subject of that sentence:

Travelling through tjme and space, the Doctor and Rose come
face to face with a number of new and exciting monsters.

Here the present participle trovelling is attached to the subject ofthe
sentence, the Doctor and Rose.

Sometimes writers forget this and begin a sentence with a participle
that is not attached to anything stated in the sentence. The
participle is said to be .hanging, or.dangling'. For example:

Travelling to Finland, the weather got colder and colder. He
wished he had brought more warm clothes with him. X

Crammatically this means that the weather was travelling to
Finland, whereas what the writer means is:

As he was travelling to Finland, the weather got colder and
colder ... /

Cood writing practice means avoiding ,hanging,or .dangling,
participles by making sure that the participle is attached to the
subject of the sentence.

part of speech
See word class.

passive voice
Transitive verbs can be used in two different ways, called voices:
active and passive.

Active: A warrior in a long cloak attacked them.
passive: They were altacked by a warrior in a long cloak.

ln the passive voice it is as if the object of the sentence gets a voice
of its own and can describe an event from its own point of view. This
applies even if the original subject is inanimate:

active: A big wave hit the side of the paddle wheel ...
passive: The side of the paddle wheel was hit by a big wave . . .

The transformation from active to passive works like this:

D rpast participle

The table below shows examples of these in regular and irregular
verbs.

As the table shows, in regularverbs like tolk, the past participle is

formed by adding -ed to the verb stem and has the same form as the
past tense. ln irregular verbs it is formed in a variety of ways, and
may be different from the past tense (for example swimlswoml
swum).



active verb

passive verb + bY

passive voice
I

106

I

object

attacked

Passive voice

The opinions of staff and governors were sought and although
there were some reservations it was decided that a questionnaire

should be distributed to parents.

Sentence 1 would be better as:

They asked for volunteers to set up the tables.

Sentence 2 would be simpler if it were rewritten in the active voice:

We asked staff and governors for their views. Although not

everyone agreed completely, we decided to send a questionnaire

to parents.

On the other hand, the passive can make sentences shorter.

For example, this:

She was run over by a car travelling at excessive speed and

overtaking on the wrong side.

is better than:

A car travelling at excessive speed and overtaking on the wrong

side ran her over.

The first sentence has a short subject She and is easy to follow. The

subject ofthe second sentence is too long and we lose the sense

before we get to the verb.

It + passive

Some writers like to begin a sentence with It, followed by the
passive. For example, the following sentence concerns the options

available to a woman who has been attacked:

It is considered that in the last resort it is to civil remedies that she

should have recourse.

This is 'lawyer talk'. lt is better to be direct and use the active voice:

We believe that in the last resort she will have to sue her attacker.

ln some situations, however, the construction can be useful:

It is believed that similar reserves exist along the coast.

The writer may well not have a clear idea of exactly whose opinion is

being quoted, although it is evident that the belief is widespread or
well established.

See also: active voice; voice.

subject Pa

For example:

Awarrior in a long cloak

They

All the tenses that exist in the active voice can also occur in the

passive, although some are rarely used:

Passive or active?

Using the passive voice has a number of disadvantages:

1. lt tends to sound rather formal and remote:

Volunteers were souqht to set up the tables'

2. lt can lead to rather complicated expressions:

a warrior in a long cloak.
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past continuous
This tense is formed by was or were followed by the present
participle of the main verb:

he was writing

For example:

He was writing his speech at home.

Uses

r To show how one event occurred during another event:

While they were talking, they heard a terrific roar.

I To refer to a completed event that went on over a period of time:

I was working there in 1933.

past particlple
One of the forms of the verb:

stem smile

infinitive to smile
present tense smllelsmiles
pr€sentparticiple smiling
past tense smiled

past purUclple smiled

ln regular verbs it is the same as the past tense form and is made by
adding -ed to the verb stem (orjust -d ifthe verb ends with the letter
e). ln irregular verbs it is formed in different ways.

The past participle is used to form a number of tenses:

I present perfect: I have smiled

r past perfect: I had smiled.

I future perfect: I shall have smiled.

It is also used to form past tenses with modal auxiliarles
(l might hove smiled, I should hove smiled, etc.).

past perfect
This tense is formed by hod followed by the past participle:

she had written

l9-?.................................. P-:* perfect continuous > past tense

Uses

I To refer to an action in the past that continues up to, or relates to, a
single point in the past:

By 1428 they had established a city state.

I To contrast two events, one ofwhich happened before the other:
I went round after I had finished.

r To show a causal link between two events in the past:
We swerved because someone had run a red light in front of us.

! ln narrative to give background information:

It had been a bad year for Cliff.

past perfect continuous
This tense is formed by hod been followed by the present
participle:

She had been writing

Uses

r To refer to an action that continued over a period in the past:
He had been studying hard for some hours.

r ln a report, to refer to a continuing action in the past contrasted with
a single completed action in the past:

ln the two weeks that I had been working at the Addison Family
Restaurant, I had managed to spill two bowls of steaming hot
soup, nine ice cold drinks, and one salad on the customers, and
was working up to the newest waitress nightmare award.

Past tense
This is also called the simple past tense. lt is used to refer to actions
in the past. ln regular verbs it is formed by adding _ed to the verb
stem (orjust -d if the verb stem ends in e):

you walked

ln irregular verbs there is a variety of past tense forms.

Uses

r To refer to a single action in the past:



1 st person

2nd person

It P":f-o-HlP'on99I :" P-1'-9-I-9r:

personal pronoun
A group of pronouns that refer to people, things, or ideas. They

have three cases: subjective, obiective, and possessive:

P.II1,

phoneme
A distinctive speech sound. We express ourselves using words. ln

writing each word is made up of letters, and in speech a word is

made up of a series of phonemes. There are 44 phonemes in

,,,i:lrl

#$$,,t



phrase > place

place
Adverbials and adverbial clauses can provide information about

where something happened.

Adverbials
Adverbials of place can be individual words (adverbs) or
prepositional phrases:

We should not have expected to see them there.

A quarter of them live in New York City.
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Adverbial clauses

These are usually introduced by the conjunctions:

where wherever everywhere

For example:

Place them where your customers can't avoid them.

Wherever he went things seemed different.

Everywhere one looked there were unaccustomed trophies on

display.

plural
See number.

!D

possessive aPostroPhe
The apostrophe can be used to show that something belongs to

someone. For examPle:

the girl's handbag

the Browns' Silver Wedding anniversary

See apostrophe for the rules governing this.

115 Possessive case > predicate

possesslve case
See case.

possessive determiners and pronouns
Personal pronouns have two possessive forms:

I Possessive pronouns are used on their own in a sentence:

The manager has his problems but we have ours as well.

t Possessive determiners always come before a noun:

Fossils provide one of our most direct links with the prehistoric

past.

postmodifiel
A modifier that comes after the headword in a noun phrase, an

adjective phrase, or an adverb phrase:

prfta0urrlrtr,, 
. 1151c}l,vo,fq 1,1,;

, ,,,',.r, :'',..:,,pfOp , ,.i
'1ith*r,,' r,:,. sxcerllotlrl',

too ,,, i ,i.i, ,,g sli.. ,,' bi,f11. "t"

predicate
That part of a clause which follows and completes the meaning of
the subject. lt always contains the verb and may also contain other
elements (object, complement, adverbial).
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preposition
1 I 1r, 

"r. I ,L r:rr ,r l

A class of words used withHns an'd oiiheiwords to fo-im 
l

prepositionaf ptrrases, Prepositions forn a small grrbup of,r I ,,
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prepositional phrase
A phrase with a preposition as its headword' The preposition

comes at the beginning of the phrase and is followed by:

Uses

Prepositional phrases have two main uses:

r to modify a noun

When they form part of a noun phrase, they normally come after the

noun. (So they are, technically, postmodifiers') For example:

Court actions in foreign countries

r as an adverbial

When they are used as adverbials, they give information about:

place

time
mannel
reason

PUrpose

!D

I a pronoun

r a verbal noun

prepositlon verbalnoun
without leaving

r a noun phrase

121 preposition at the end of a sentence

prepositional verb
A verb that is followed by a preposition. Examples are:

We decided on the ballet.

Money worries and overwork led to illness.

Prepositional verbs may seem similar to phrasal verbs like dtg up,

but there is a difference in the way they are constructed and used:

iil i

See also: phrasal verb.

preposition at the end of a sentence
Some people argue that you should never place a preposition at the

end of a sentence. They say that the word 'preposition' refers to
something that is placed before ('pre-') something else, so it is absurd

to place it last in the sentence where it cannot come before anything

except a full stop. This opinion is ingenious but completely wrong.

Writers have been placing prepositions at the end of sentences for

centuries, for the very good reason that this is often the best place for

theml lt is sometimes possible to reword a sentence so that the

preposition does not fall at the end:

These are the shipping lists you asked for.

J

These are the shipping lists for which you asked.

But this revised version is more formal and, many would think' a bit
pompous. Often such revisions are impossible. For example, it is

.

riri il

.r;.l,rilt
,i:lli:i:ri'ril

;r1 rlr'1,;i1

i
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Uses

r To form continuous tenses

r ln non-finite clauses

These are similar in structure and usage to finite clauses but they

contain no finite auxiliary verb. Often, too' the subiect of the

clause is missed out. For examPle:

The men worklng with him then walked out'

non-finite clause

The words working with him are a short form for who were wo*ing

with him.

Uses

r To describe an incomplete action or series of actions continuing into

the present:

Engel is German by birth but has lived in Britain for the last

twenty Years.
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Uses

r Present feelings and thoughts:

'l feel rather sick,'she said.

r Actions or states that are true now but have no particular reference

to time:

He lives in London.

r Timeless truths and scientific laws:

Fairly pure water freezes at about 0 degrees C.

r Habitual actions:

Nearly a quarter of men clean out their cars once a month.

r Open conditionals:

lf I see anything wrong, l'll ring you later from my surgery.

r Scheduled future actions:

The following day, we travel to Berlin.

r Newspaper headlines:

Ministers flout arms sales code

r Narrative (occasionally):

And he says to her, 'What did you do before you joined the

police?'

r Retelling a story in, for example, a review:

Enter the Hero, who then fights it out with the baddies.

r ln commentaries:

ln it goes, but it's too strong for Hasselbank'

primary auxiliary verb
The primary auxiliary verbs are be, do, and hove. Auxiliary verbs are

used with a main verb to form the verb phrase:

suBlEcr pRtMARY AUxtLlARv vrne{s) MAIN vERB

we wene walking

he had wanted

you did know



Pronoun

Thgsp,ale,fiue,pron uns, causq they stand alone, withogffing;
attached to a noun, by contrast with my, our, etc. which always

come before a noun and are better referred to as possessive

determiners.

r reflexive

These are:

+usu,.ij*,Ul,i,lt,stii,l

i",i'Ll,iiiiilii li,

",.ii....r

The artist who did my album cover used an ;

got him to do three guitars for me.



pronoun reference . ]l:
t2s Pronunciation

1 I personal

2 who relative

3 me personal (objective)

4 he personal

5 me personal (objective)

6 whose relative
7 who interrogative

I he personal; i- ;;ili
10 himself reflexive

11 this demonstrative

12 This demonstrative

'"f;fff1llul.,, . .,

personal

personal 
l

'itFix-i,to'lt"rrr'i i :iI :rrli irirl

, , tr,. ,. 
11 I .ll , 

11,,,,,,:'r,,

the writer i

a minder from the
news departrflent, l

tan Whitehead

the writer 
r

lan Whitehead ,

the writer
His Lordship

these rearonable
Khmer Rouge

the minister
the writer :

Whitehead
the Journalisfs l

bp,hivibur :tt r,:r:, :',.r:
the line of
questioning being
pursued

officials at the l

Foreign Office
Whitehead ,

Whitehead

TYfE Of:
p*oNouN

1Br r,, we,,

14 he
'15 he,

As the example shows, pronouns do not always refer to specific

words or phrases in the text. Sometimes they refer to broader ideas

contained in it. For example, the writer quotes Whitehead using

'this' twice to refer to the way in which the minister was being

questioned and 'we' to refer to him and his (unnamed) colleagues.

The general term 'pronunciation' covem all aspects of the way in

which a speaker produces the sounds that make up a word or
longer utterance. Spoken standard Engllsh consists of ut4

rrlndelifilts 'ilir]iirii,lfilrrrlt,,.,rirr,r I i.i,l

This is a large group of pronouns. which refer less precisely than

the others listed above. They include:

some someone somebodY something

any anyone anYbodY anYthing

none no one nobodY nothing

everyone everybodY everything all

either neither both each

Pronoun reference
ln good writing pronouns are used accurately and clearly' ln the

eGact that follows, the pronouns have been highlighted and

numbered:

I (1) was met by a minder from the news department' lan

Whitehead, who (2) took me (3) aside, as he (4) was no doubt

used to doinq with journalists' and told me (5) to 'go easy' on His

Lordship, whose (6) knowledge of lndo-China was limited' With a

film camera turning, I began by asking the minister who (7)

exactly these reasonable Khmer Rouge were' 'Um " .' he (8)

replied. When I (9) asked for their names, Whitehead threw

himself (10) in front of the camera, yelling, 'Stop this (1 1) nowl

This (1 2) is not the way we (13) were led to believe the line of

questioning would go!' No'line' had been agreed' Nevertheless'

he (1 4) refused to allow the interview to proceed until he (1 5) had

approved the questions.
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tima, Comlna!,ara a csse in Point,
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plontmes, or;peech rgqnds, tlow these are actqally produced
-aies 

+mrn individual to indMdual, groupto group, and r€gion to

reg-lon. these varigqon! are refupe{ to as acc ,' , ,

lndivldualwordqconsiStof rfllables, and in every word of mor'ethan

one sytlablethere isa differente of emphasis in the ways in which

sylhbles are;sounded,,this is knowt as stress. There are stress 
i

pattemswithin wholesenteltces, too' The meaning 
9f 

a selSnce

can also bevarisd by changilg its 'tune', or lntonatlon' ,, " 
'

proper
A group ofwords that refer to people, places' and things that are

unique within the context of the text. ln written English they are

spelled with an initial capital letter:

Maryland ShakesPeare

Proper nouns can also consist of more than one word:

the New Oxford Dictionary of English the US Senate

1

t nOu*666:is:partrof th€ way in which we set 
9ut-lY..rltten,text 

s1

that it can he read quickly.'easily, and accuratelY' When we read"

orrr eyes do not move steadily along the line of text reading every

letter and every word. lnstead, they'dart' along, taking in small

chunk of text as they go. Good punctuation makes this process

rnuch easier. lt I5 a set ofconventionsN we €xpect it to be used in

certain ways to which we have become accustomed' However'

thlse con$antlor\s are not tompletely fixed. Some aspects:ot '

punctuation don't change,much: the use ol full stops (P€riods) at

the end of sentenies, for example. Others are more open o

variatig$ and cart vary frorn writer to writer, a6d;can ehange over

Punctuation in this guide

There are separate entries for each punctuation point and

additional entries dealing with particular applications of

il;;,,l";,

13r purpose > qualitative adjective

individual poifits

apostfophe
capitallettors ,

colun ,

comme
exclamation mark
fullstop . r

gommas

mark
punctuation tomicaloil

aclonyllli ] ,

addrc:ser r rr

commar, colons, srml(olonr
special applications dlrectspeech

llsta

purpose
Adverbials and adverbial clauses can be used to provide

information about why things occur-for what purpose they are

done.

Adverbials

The commonest type of adverbial used to show purpose is a

prepositional phrase beginning with for:

l've always grown vegetables for pleasure or necessity.

Adverbial clauses

Adverbial clauses of purpose often begin with so thot:

I showed him the car so that he knew I wasn't lying to him.

lnfinitive clauses are also frequently used for this purpose,

introduced by in order to, so os to, orJust to:

Someone may grab your collar with both hands in order to
headbutt you in the face.

qualitatiue adjective
Adiectives that describe the qualities of a person, thing, or idea. For

example:
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a stuPendous achievement

an exciting ProPosal

They are contrasted with classifying adiectives, which place items

into categories (for example' onnuol' nucleor\'

question
There are three main types of question in English:

r yesfno question

These expect the answer yes or no (or possibly I don't know):

Are they good jobs?

Did he know just how deeply his father was opposed to things?

r eitherfor question

A variant on the yes/no question is one which offers a choice of

resPonse:

Do you want a strong cuP or a weak one?

Here the respondent can't answeryes or no; the only possible

responses are o strong cup, ot o weok one (or a refusal to answer)'

rwh- question

These are sometimes described as 'open' questions, because they

allow the respondent a freer choice of answer. They begin with one of

these words:

who(m) which what when where why how

For example:

Why are you doing this?

Who has the PaPers?

Not all questions fall into one of these three groups' Sometimes a

question is asked using a regular statement pattern:

You have the PaPers?

We indicate to a reader that it is a question by placing a question mark

at the end of the sentence. ln speech the voice is raised at the end of

sentence, rather than falling as it does at the end of a statement'

See also: interrogatlve; tag question.

133 question mark > quotation marks

quite
This adverb has a number of uses, and one ofthe commonest is as a

modifier before an adJective or another adverb. For example:

It is quit€ impossible.

This could happen quite rapidly.

As these two examples show, quite has two distinct

meanings:

r'completely': quite impossible

r'fairly': quite ropidly.

ln the following example, the word is used twice, illustrating both

meanings:

The defendant stared at her and then quite deliberately drove

over her, quite slowly.

It is important to avoid confusion between the two
meanings:

At sixteen Sarah was quite beautiful, but she didn't make the

most of herself.

Does the writer mean that she was 'very beautiful' or'fairly
beautiful'? lt isn't clear.

quotation marks
See inverted commas.
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reason

Adverbials and adverbial clauses can be used to answer the

question Why? lo provide information about the reason for

something happening'

Adverbials

These are often introduced by expressions such as becouse of:

Did the person leave because of a management failure?

Adverbial clauses

These are commonly introduced by the coniunctions becouse, stnce,

and os:

Hindley and Catherine were angry because they had not

recelved any Pres€nts.

It was not difficult for Anne slnce she had been encouraged by

her father to practise her clog dancing on the kltchen hearth'

Non-finite clauses are constructed using the Present participle:

I knew about them because of being et art college.

reference
We normally read texts in sequence from beginning to end' (Certain

texts, like newspaPers and magazines, are more likely to be dipped

into and not read in the order in which they are printed. But even

with these we usually read individual stories or articles from

beginning to end.) Good writers make things easier for their readers

by referring back to things that have already been mentioned and

fonvard to things that will be mentioned later. This gives a text

cohesion.

There are three main types of reference: ellipsis, referring words'

and sentence adverbials.

See also: paragraph; pronoun reference.

referrlng wolds
Words like pronouns which help us to refer clearly and briefly to

what has gone before, or what is coming after, without unnecessary

repetition. The main types of referring word are:

reflexive pronoun > regular verb

I PTOnOUnS

personal (1, she, etc.)
demonstrative (this, those, etc.)
relative (who(m), which, etc.).

I determiners

For example, oll three in the following text:

I rememberasking SirAlfred Beitto lend hisfamousVermeerand two
great paintings by Metsu. He refused butwhile ourexhibition was on

attheAcademy, all three paintings were stolen from his home . . .

r other words and phrases

For example:

former latter above below

See also: pronoun reference,

reflexive pronoun
The reflexive pronouns are:

myself, ourselves, yoursell yourselves, himself, herself, itself,
oneself, themselves

They are used in sentences such as:

'Make yourselves comfortable here,' he snapped.

As we tried to calm ourselves with sweet coffee, a Swiss traveller
appeared.

regular verb
A verb that follows this pattern:



reported sPeech

relative clauses and punctuation
ln written English the difference between defining and non-

defining relative clauses is highlighted by punctuation. Non-

defining relative clauses are enclosed by commas:

The minister, who had red hair and fire in his eye, started on an

upbeat note.

Defining relative clauses are not enclosed by commas:

A person who is mentally handicapped is just as much a member

of society as anyone else.

relative pronoun
Relative pronouns are used to introduce relative clauses. The

relative pronouns are:

who whom whose which that

It is also possible to introduce certain relative clauses without the

use of a relative pronoun-the zero relative.

reported sPeech
ln reports and stories it is often necessary to tell the reader what

someone has said. lf the words are quoted exactly as spoken, it is

direct speech. ln writing, this is shown by the use of punctuation. ln
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reported speech the actual words are not quoted, but are usually

summed up. For example:

1. Both students and lecturers said that they felt that lectures

gave an opportunity for personal contact.

2. PC Clifford would have welcomed the tea, but said that he must

get back to the scene of the tragedy.

These two examples show two different forms of reported speech.

Generalizing and summarizing
ln (1) the writer has summed up what was said. Presumably a

number of different people said different things, but all in all they

agreed that lectures gave an oPportunity for personal contact'

Sometimes a writer summarizes even more briefly:

He expressed his concern for the workforce and their families.

Reporting the words
ln example (2) the writer is clearly much closer to the actual words

used. The police officer probably said something like, 'l must get

back to the scene of the tragedy', although he may not have used

those exact words. The extensive quotation of actual words is

comparatively rare in reported speech; generalizing and

summarizing are much more common.

Verb tense
Stories and reports are normally written using past tenses. This

means that the words of reported speech should also be put in the

past tense. lf someone says, 'l am going to work', it is reported as He

soid thot he was going to work. What happens is that each verb is

shifted back in time:

go becomes went

is becorne was

will becomes would

and so on.

Similarly time adverbials have to be changed:

now l

todpy' 
l

YesterdaY'

and so on.

Personal pronouns, too, have to shift from first person to third:

I he/she

us becorne! 1{t1g6
you they

and so on.

So, for example:

'At the moment l'm staying with a friend in Peckham,' he said,
'but next week I shall be moving into my own flat.'

becomes:

He said that at the time he was staying with a friend in Peckham,
but that the following week he would be moving into his own flat.

restrictive relative clause
Another name for a defining relative clause.

result
Adverbial clauses can be used to show the result of an action or
situation described in the main clause:

My father threatened to punish them, so they were forced to
accept my company. (action)

The two metal coffee jugs were so hot that Cormack dropped
them wlth a yelp. (situation)

Result clauses can be introduced by:

so and so

so ... that such (a)

root

so that
that in such a way that

What is left when you remove all prefixes and suffixes from a word:

C



second Person > semicolon

Sometimes the root may be a word in its own right, like stond, but

often, like spir, it is not. (But the root sprr' which is Latin in origin,

occurs in other words such as ospired, tronspirotion' and expire'

second Person
You (and, in some dialects, thoulthee).lt is a term used when talking

about the present tense of verbs and personal pronouns.

semivowel > sentence

semivowel
The speech sounds which begin the words we and you are referred

to as semivowels.

rwhat.aLdiff.erence,a,d+y, rnakest,,l .,,,

ll ffflpefatiuet., l',,.,, 1r,,1.-,, :1,:,. rrri,r.11'1, 1.',1 
1"r.,,1

semicolon
,,. '1 ,, ,t'

I rr rr I r'i'

Semicolons are used to marka hreak,bptuveen hiuo of6- ,. "t'
sentence. Usually the two parts that are separated in this way

could stand as sentences in their own right. You use a semicolon

because yqu went'to showtwtherE is a,c[ose link between theml

He loved chasing women, but did not like them; it was the

chase that excited him. .z

lfyou write this as two seParate sentences, you change the meaning

slightly by increasing the separation between the two ideas:

He loved chasing women, but did not like them. lt was the

chase that excited him. /
Some writers try to use a comma instead of a semicolon for this

purpose. This is a mistake. The comma is weaker and when we are

I;fi;,';;;;;'.r;irr" "r" 
," *,"'r-" *.v.s a semicolon:

He loved chasing women, but did not like them, it was the

chase that excitld him. x
The 'comma splice', as this is called' is best avoided.

r,,, ''r r',:'rllr, l' ", r'rr.ll,

Llsts

lf a list contaihs itemq that 4rqr qults,long, sq8icolons can be"ured

in5tead of cpmmas to separate them; ' ',., , , , ';, ;, 1'r '' t ,'r,

. lattoe'seiit areiured'io,makelcOiUitiW



sentence adverbial > shall

sentence adverblal
An adverblal used in a piece of continuous writing to show the links

between different sections, or to provide a comment by the author:

t conjuncts make links

r disjuncts provide comments'

Each has its own entry where it is covered in more detail.

See also: paragraPh.

shall
A modal auxiliary verb used in the formation of future tenses:

should > simple aspect

simple future l/we shall see

future continuous l/we shall be seeing

firture perfect l/we shall have seen

future perfect continuous Uwe shall have been seeing

As these pxamples demonstrate, sho/l is normally used for the first
person (l and we). But will is frequently used instead ofshol/: see

will/shall.

should
A modal auxiliary verb used to refer to possible events in the

future:

I should be there before then.

It is also used to express that something is desirable:

He said that they should see a speech therapist.

simple aspect
The verb aspect which contrasts with the continuous aspect. lt can

be:

I present

The kiosks are the most agreeable buildings that the Turks have:

they build some on the seashore and by riversides, but foremost

in the gardens near the fountains ....
For more information on this, see present tense.

r past

Few would claim that US industrialists were thinking in military

terms when they built this country's railway system, but their
work still affected the course of the Civil War.

For more information on this, see past tense.

r future

Once 44% of the money is in, a Swiss construction firm will build
'luxury Mediterranean-style homes' on the sites.

For more information on this. see future tense.
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simple future tense

See future tense.

simple past tense
See past tense.

simple present tense
See present tense.

simple sentence
See sentence.

since
Conjunction

A subordinating coniunction used to introduce two tyPes of

adverbial clause:

r time

Since we moved here the asthma has got worse.

I rea9on

The Germans thought Danzig might be bombed but not 6dynia,

since the latter is a Polish citY.

Preposition
It is also used as a PrePosition:

I haven't seen her since MondaY.

singular
See number.

slang
A form of the language that is not standard English' Different social

groups often use a special vocabulary. Sometimes this is fairly

widespread and well understood. ln the sentences that follow, the

slang expressions are in bold type.

slash > spelling

But Doreen was a dab hand at computers.

lf Martin is prepared to take the risk, he could be quids in.

ljust wanted to be sure you weren't trying to pull a fast one on

me.

Some slang is confined to small tightly-knit groups who can use it to
exclude outsiders. Slang is by definition informal and non-standard.

It is also often sexual or scatological.



split infinitive

split infinitive
The infinitive is the form of the verb made by adding to to its stem:

to go i..

Some traditionalists say that you should never place anything

between the word to and the stem. They argue that since the

infinitive is a part of the verb it should never be split. So it is wrong

to say to boldly go. You should instead say to 90 boldly or boldly to 9o'

There is no grammatical justification for this so-called 'rule' and

people have been splitting infinitives for centuries. Splitting an

infinitive with an adverb frequently sounds more natural than avoiding

doing so. Compare these pairs of split and unsplit infinitives:

It also gave me the chance to finally give Andy Serkis a decent

screen death.

It also gave me the chance finally to give Andy Serkis a decent

screen death.

Do you feel under any pressure to actually move to LA full-time?

Do you feel under any pressure actually to move to LA full-time?

I don't think she did it to consciousty make me a better ski racer.

I don't think she did it consciously to make me a better ski racer'

ln each case the split version reads more easily than the unsplit'

Sometimes it is actually impossible to convey your meaning unless

you do split an infinitive. This is particularly true of adverbs such as

reolly. For example:

Everyone else thought they were too young to really cope with

adult responsibilities.

lf you move reolly to another position you change the meaning andi

or emphasis of the sentence:

standard English > stress

Everyone else thought they were too young really to cope with
adult responsibilities.

Everyone else thought they were too young to cope really with
adult responsibilities.

standard English
The form of English that is most widely understood across the

country. ln different regions and social classes different dialects may

be used. This means that it is sometimes difficult for a person from

one region to understand what is being said by a person from

another; a Cornish person, for example, may struggle to understand

what is said by a Glaswegian or a Tynesider. This is not just a matter

of accent; each dialect has its own distinctive vocabulary and

variations of grammar. The problem can be overcome if both speakers

can also use standard English. This is the version of English which is

described by grammars and other books about language (although

some also describe national or regional variations). Expressions and

constructions that differ from it are described as 'non-standard'.

stem
The base form of the verb. ln regular verbs all the other forms of the

verb are constructed using the stem:

stem
infitrftive

PrGseht Participle
past tenie
pdst p{rtlElple

stress

walk

tbwrt't, ,',
*alk/walksl,

wallring r',,

r,,ria]llre ,r t

:rnrdkgd:;:. rl'

An element of pronunciation. There are two types of stress:

I word stress

r sentence stress.

Word stress
This occurs in any word of more than one syllable. ln polysyllabic

words one syllable is spoken with more emphasis than the others. ln

the following list the stressed syllable is printed in bold type:
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. happy denied celery successful

Words with three or more syllables will often also have a syllable

that carries secondary stress: it is also stressed, but not as much as

the main stressed syllable. ln the following words it is printed in

italic type:

exomination rePresentative

Sentence stress

There is also a pattern of primary and secondory stress within

phrases, clauses, and sentences:

They wonted to sell us their house.

This fairly regular conversational stress can be altered to make a

particular emPhasis. For examPle:

Ihey wanted to sell us their house.

structure word
The vocabulary of English can be divided into content words and

structure words. Structure words are:

r conjunctions

r prepositions

I pronouns

I determiners.

Whereas content words generally have a meaning that you can look

up in a dictionary, structure words are the 'glue'that hold content

words together in a sentence. lfyou look them up in a dictionary

you will not be offered a meaning, but an explanation of how they

are used.

subiect
ln a statement clause, the subject:

r comes at or near the beginning of the clause

r comes before the verb

r agrees with the verb in number and person

I often also gives an indication of what the clause is about.

subject complement

The subject can be:

la noun

Yoga is religious.

t a verbal noun

Dancing is a wonderful way of keeping in training.

r an infinitive

To err is human.

I a pronoun

They argued ferociously about lreland.

r a noun phrase

The core of the problems is simple.

r a noun clause

What he said was true.

subiect complement
Part of a clause that completes the subiect. ln a statement clause it

comes after the verb and refers to the same person, thing, or i[lea

as the subject. For example:

The verb in sentences like this works in a similar way to an equal

sign:

My job = very unusual.

A subject complement can be:

Ia noun .

Cash is king.
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I a pronoun

It was you!

r a numeral

I was thlrd.

I a noun phrase

Alton man 6iles Stogdon will become the new pollce chief for
Winchester.

r an adjective or adjective phrase

My job is very unusual.

sublective case
See case.

subrunctive
The subjunctive is one of three moods, the others being the

indicative and the lmperative. The subjunctive can be present or
past.

Present sublunctive
This is the same as the verb stem. lt is most commonly used in

clauses beginning with thot to express wishes or commands:

ln any event Mr Poon would prefer that the jury see the video'

Past subjunctive
This is limited to the verb were, used in place of wos. This is most

commonly used in conditional clauses where the condition is

viewed as unlikely:

lf he were only a little nicer, then nobody would fear him.

or impossible:

lf I were you l'd hide all the sharp objects in your house.

l5'l subordinate clause

subordinate clause
A clause that grammatically forms part of a maln clause. ln a

complex sentence there is one main clause and one (or more)

clauses that depend on it. lfyou break the sentence into its separate

clauses you usually find that the main clause will still stand up if you

replace the other clause(s) with a single word:

The main clause can follow one of the seven standard patterns.

Within the structure of the main clause, subordinate clauses can act
as:

r subject

What I want to do now is to look at two elements.

r object

Describe how the accident happened.

r sufied complement

The problem is that despite holding all those top Jobs down
the years, Clcutto's medla profile was virtually non-existent.

r obJect complement

They had made him what he was.

r adverbial

We'll talk about it when we meet this evenlng.

ln each case the subordinate clause can be replaced by a single word

or a short phrase, without changing the grammar of the main

clause:

My aim is to look at two elements.

Describe the accident.

The problem is Clcutto's feeble media profile.
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They had made him a hero.

We'll talk about it later.

subordinating coniunction
A conjunction used to introduce a subordinate clause. Examples

are:

when how

if although

because until

suffix

where why

unless since

so as

Part of a word that comes after the base. ln the list of words that

follows, the suffixes are printed in bold type:

childish kingdom picturesque

Suffixes make a new word out of the base. They often also change it
from one word class to another. So, for example, the noun child

becomes the adjective childish.

Verb suffixes

Adjective suffixes

+bte/"hle

-ite 
i

illrlr,i,, riririr,l'iljiilrrl

153 suffix

Adverb suffixes

Noun suffixes

lr-+tirirti$i$*ffi

ffi
l,il

tuffi



synonym ) tag question

synonym
A word that has the same or similar meaning to another. The

following pairs of words are synonyms:

still motionless
melody tune
birthcontrol contraception
sluggish

loud

syntax

lethargic
noisy

The study of how words are selected and arranged to form
sentences. A major part of grammar, the other being morphology.

tag question
A question 'tagged on' to the end of a statement. For example:

'1. Those daffodils have gone pale, haven't they?

2. She shouldn't have left, should she?

3. You thought it was still six, didn't you?

When a speaker uses a tag question, he or she normally expects

agreement or confirmation from the listener.

Structure
r lf the statement contains an auxlllary verb the tag question repeats

this, as in the first two examples above.

r lf the statement verb is in the simple present or the simple

past then the tag question uses do or did, as in the last example.

r lf the speaker expects the answer 'Yes', then the tag question is in

the negative (as in the first and last examples).

r lf the answer 'No' is expected, then the tag question is in the
positive, as in the second example.

Pronunciation
Tag questions can be made confidently. ln this case they are spoken

with falling intonation. lf the speaker is more tentative then they are

spoken with a rising tone.
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ln the terminology of modern grammar. English only has two

tensei,pattandf ',',,
VERB PRESENT TENSE PAST TENSE

write write/writes wrote r ' r,,.:,r ,r ' I 1,,, 'l i ,' ,, .,, t,,,,,,,
,1,

Many people are surprised to be told that English has no future

tenie-and for everyday purposes it isn't a particulady trqhl!l,',,,

ln many ways it is more useful to talk about the whole verb phrase

and to look at the way it gives information about tlme and aspect.

f we do this, we ca,n say that tnglish tras the followinq'tenses;

way of describing how fnglish, verbs wo*.

PAST

SIMPLE CONTINUOUS PERFECT PERFECT

CONTINUOUS

I walked lwas walking I had I had been

walked walking

I walk I am walking I have I have been

walked walking

I shall/will I shalliwill be I shall/will I shall/will

walk walking have have been

walked walking

As this table shows, the verb ptrrase in a sentence provider trruol

different types of information:

Time'-ii-Lrfr 
us whether an event happened in the past or present,

or is yet to hrppen in the futrre.

Aspect
It alro frovides infonfiation about trow,the speakgr rggards any

actlon {ommunicated by the:ve,rh.'Each of the. follortuing verb

phrases refers to the present:

I walk (simple present)

I am walking (present contlnuous)

I have walked (present perfect)

I have been walking (present perfect contlnuous)

l lf we use the present perfect, we place yet another
emphasis-on the faci that a completed action still has some

importance to the present moment:

But the Government has sald public money will not be

available for at least 1 5 years.

The Govemment s6id it in the past, but this is still important at the

:up,i*,fi* 
sin [* ,



that/whicfr/who(ml

thatfwhichfwho(m!
These are the three commonest relative pronouns used to
introduce relatlve clauses. Who(m) is used to refer to people, Ihot
can be used to refer to people or things, while which is only used to
refer to things. The main differences between thot and which can be

set out like this:

Us-B"1, iri.ii, "ii 
. "'

To refer to
people

itili

iliii,

lotrtlouuel,i

'159 theirs ) time

theirs
A possessive pronoun (see case; possesslon), lt is sometimes
written with an apostrophe (their's). This is not standard English.

thlrd person
He, she, it, and they. lt is a term used when talking about the present
tense ofverbs and perconal pronouns.

time
There are two main ways of indicating time in English sentences:
verb tense, and the use of adverbials and adverblal clauses.

Verb tense
The form of the verb phrase gives information about when an action
occurred (time) and how the speaker regards it (aspect). This is

covered in detail in the entry for tense,

Adverblals

Adverbials are a common way of indicating when something
happened. They may be:

r adverbs

'How are you feeling?' asked Michael afterwards.

Common time adverbs are:

aftenivards

ever
hourly
monthly
often
sometimes" then
weekly

I adverb phrases

already daily earlier
finally first frequently
immediately last later
never next now
presently seldom shortly
soon still suddenly

today tomorrow usually
yearly yesterday yet

These are phrases built up on an adverb headword,
such as:

shortly afterwards almost daily much earlier



time l6'l transitive verb

Sometimes, however, tense and time adverbials can seem to work
against each other. The present continuous tense can be combined
with adverbials of time to refer to the future as well as the present:

The firm is working on that standard now.

Later on in the year she is travelling to South Africa to visit her

daughter Michelle.

The simple present tense can be used for an even wider range of
times:

I place a teabag and some powdered milk into the enamel cup

and then pour on the water and stir with a twig. (present)

Tomorrow night we travel to Potosi. (future)

'l want to talk to him,' he says to the guard at the door. (past)

My mum and dad gothere everyyear. (past, present, and future)

transltlve verb
A verb that takes an object:

For example:

Much later I asked, 'Do you still miss Simon a lot?'

r prepositional phrases

D. Long will report back after the Tokyo meeting.

Prepositional phrases used as time adverbials often

begin with:

after at
for from
throughout to

before by during
in on since

until

Adverbial clauses

Adverbial clauses oftime are introduced by subordinatlng
conJunctions including:

after as before since

until when while

They can be used to describe events that happen:

r before the event in the main clause:

When they heard the news, they issued statements.

r at the same time as the event in the main clause:

While this was being done, Byrne and Phillips went off on a

recce down to the road.

r after the event in the main clause:

It came out of the blue, before he knew he was famous.

Tense and adverbials working together
While tense and adverbials can work on their own to indicate time,
more often they work together:

Some verbs are usually transitive. For example:

admire avoid buy complete cover

cut damage demand destroy discover

expect find get give hit
like love make mean need

prefer produce raise receive remove

seek take use want wear

create

enjoy
keep

own
risk

Other verbs can be transitive but also intransitive (i.e. they do not
take an object). An example is the verb run:

He ran a successful wine business in Marylebone. (transitive)

ljust left my car and ran. (intransitive)

Ditransitive verbs

Some transitive verbs have two objects, a direct object and an

indirect object:



uncountable noun ) unique

we,, r gav--e

She ',, told
sublert, r uerb

them an early Christmas
prerent.

me the story.

indire€t object dlrect object

These verbs are referred to as'ditransitive' and include:

grve Promlse
teach tell

uncountable noun
Countable nouns have both a singular and a plural form. Most nouns

are countable, because they refer to things that can be counted.

By contrast, a small number of nouns do not regularly have a plural

form and are called uncountable. Examples include:

mud butter

ln addition, many abstract nouns are normally uncountable. For

example:

unhappiness dread darkness

See also: countable and uncountable nouns.

unique
This word is a classifying adjective. Classifying adjectives put
things into groups or classes so they cannot normally be modified
by having adverbs such as very placed in front of them. Unigue

means 'of which there is only one', so it is, strictly speaking, wrong
to say, for example:

He was a very unique person. X

And the following example is doubly absurd:

Almost the most unique residential site along the South Coast. I
On the other hand there are a small number of modifiers that can be

used with unigue. The most obvious is o/most:

Britain is almost unique in continuing to charge almost all

its domestic customers on an unmeasured basis. [for water] /

bring buy

send show



verb

be

to be

am/is/are
being

was/were
been



verbless clause > verb string

Although the verbal noun is used as a noun, it also behaves like a

verb. The second example can be analysed like this:

Because a verbal noun is partly a noun and partly a verb, it can raise

questions when preceded by a noun or pronoun. For example, which
of the following sentences is correct?

1. Not one day went by without our having to stop filming,

2. Not one day went by without us having to stop filming.

Traditionalists say that (1 ) is correct and (2) is wrong. ln fact 90 per
cent of the time people follow the pattern of (2) and the use of a

possessive before a verbal noun as in (1 ) is largely confined to fiction
and formal writing.

verbless clause
Although it sounds unlikely, it is possible to have a clause that
contains no verb. Clauses ofthis kind are usually adverbial, and are
like compressed versions of conventional clauses with verbs.

The 'missing' verb is usually be:

I need to get you back home to Virginia as soon as possible. (= os

soon os if is possib/e)

When in doubt, go with what your heart tells you. (= When you

ore in doubt)

Johnson, though ov€r age, was allowed to enlist in the Corps.
(= though he wos over oge)

Then blend for about 40 seconds or until smooth. (= until it is
smooth)

verb phrase
See verb.

verb string
See verb.

vocabulary > whofwhom

vocabulary
See Iexis.

vowel
A word with two meanings:

ln wrltlng
Thefiveletters:aeiou

ln speech

Vowels are sounds made with the mouth open and the airway

unobstructed (by contrast with consonants where the flow of air is

briefly obstructed in some way). The exact number ofvowels depends

on regional accent, but there are more than twenty English vowels.

whofwhom
Relative clauses can be introduced by these relative pronouns:

who/whom/whose which that

The choice between who and whom can sometimes cause problems.

The traditional rules are these:

I use who as the subject of the verb:

Any members who find themselves in the Adelaide area can be

assured of a warm welcome there.

r use whom as the object of the verb:

Kelith had, once, been my friend whom I trusted with all I had . . .

167



who'sfwhose ) wh- question

t use whom after prepositions:

To whom have you complained?

These rules should still be followed in formal writing. lncreasingly,

however, who is replacing whom in speech and less formal writing,
For example:

They had to say who they supported.

instead of

They had to say whom they supported.
'And

Currently, most people won't go and see a band who they
haven't heard of.

instead of

Currently, most people won't go and see a band of whom they
haven't heard.

who'sfwhose
These two are sometimes confused.

tWho's is the contracted form of who is or who has.

Doctors said last night Watson, 27, who's suffering head injuries,

was progressing slowly.

r Whose is the possessive form of who and means 'belonging to whom'.

Whose house was it, anyway?

A fairly common error is to use who3 instead of whose:

Outside the camp the Commander approached the dark-clad

figure who's cloak was billowing in the wind. I

wh- question
A question introduced by a question word:

who whom whose which what
when where why how

For example:

Why are you doing this?

Who has the papers?

169 will > willfshall

This type of question allows a wide range of possible answers and is

often referred to as an'open'question.

WIII
A modal auxlllary verb used:

rto refer to possible events in the future:

At 59, he wlll be the oldest coach in the First Division.

r to ask someone to do something:

'Will you take Donald for a little walk, Christine?' her mother

asked her when she came home from school one afternoon'

! to show determination:

'He will be disciplined,' he said flatly.

r to volunteer or show willingness:

He wlll not reveal their names without permission.

rto describe a person's habits (usually undesirable):

Your mother will do that.

wil!fshall
The traditional grammar rules are:

r use sholl with I and we.

r use will with all other pensons.

t reverse this for emphasis:

The sea shall not have them.

lncreasingly, however, will is used across the board. Sholl is by farthe

least common modal auxiliary verb; in conversation will is used

fourteen times more frequently than shol/, despite the frequency

that I occurs in speech. The only occasion when sholl is commonly

used with I and we is in questions:

Shall I come with you?

168
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word word class

Furthsrinfqfffiation.' ',' ",,r', ,,' ,., rr,.r,,rr'r

The information given above is summed up in the diagram below.

Each of the words in botd type has its own entry, where further
One of six grammatical leveli,r,the,pthe#rbfing tex(i1$er,tt$flce,
clause, phrase, and morpheme. Words are grouped into word
classes according to their grammatical function. There are four
open classes which consist of:

r adjectlves

r ad,v11,f1

I noufis

f uFitryft:.,"- t;,,r..'pr,;,t.,i;.,,,i1 , '1,',t,".1r.i1 
i;.1',,r,rlrrr,rrr, rri ,

These *,lfisses' {r€Lknowfiras: lopenrrberause thei**trtitt
being added:I.o-,an neww,ordr are coined. They ar,e also referfed,tq
as content words, because they 'contain' meanings which can be

defined (as in a dictionary).

There are alsp four closed classeg. to,which,nd,hew words are l

,'.added,:,,,',,,rit r.

f,tonjunrtioqs 
, ,,,

I etsryIftrqi,,.,;

r Fre|otltl Il, i,.,i

:pf0n0Unt,, ,,,

These are sometimes referred to as structure words because
their function is to contribute to the structure of phrases, clauses,

anil,sentences, rattlqthan to add to their meani4g content.

Words are fr:equently U from one ctass to another ror. .

example, the noun impoctis sometimes used as a verb:

The current erratic supply of diesel has impacted negatively
on the business community ...

I,tr.,t.,,r,rr.:1,

irdorhati,on can tounA,
r, ,.]ri,,,,t r :",rlri 'r

word class
Words can be grouped according to the way(s) in which they are

used grammatically. The groups into which they are placed are

referred to as word classes (or, in older grammatical terminology,

parts of speech). The eight word classes are:

r adjectives
r adverbs
r conjunctions
r determiners
I nouns

ID
This process is known as convercion.

Fqqimany opqr!,clp5s, wp1ds it is possible to find words oJ a similar
meaning (synonyms) and words of opposite meaning

{ailtonym*). Sorne words also have homophones that ss.und the
same but are spelled differently and homographs that are spelled
the same but have different meanings. Homographs and
homophones are also referred to as homonyms.



word family > word structure

r prepositions
I pronouns
r verbs.

word family
One stem combined with a variety of prefixes and suffixes
produces a group or 'family' of words (more formally described as a

'lexical pattern'). Thus the stem weight is the parent of this word
family:

overweighting

word structure

i

ID

173 would > yeslno question

would

A modal auxiliary verb used to refer to a range of possibilities in

the future. For example:

I think she would feel left out.

lf Catherine wanted something, I would give it to her.

The effect of using would instead of will can be seen when we make

the substitution:

I think she will feel left out.

lf Catherine wants something, I wil! give it to her.

The versions using will are more open: the event may or may not
happen. The sentences using would seem less open and less likely,

although the event is still theoretically possible.

Other uses of would are:

r habitual actions in the past:

Often she would go to Nairobi or the coast for a break.

r actions that are regarded as typical:

He would do that, wouldn't he?

Would is often followed by hove, which turns it into a past tense:

I don't suppose they would have liked it.

ln speech this is often shortened to would've, which is sometimes

confused with would of,

Anywhere else would of been fine. I
This should be:

Anywhere else would have been fine. /

yesrno question
A question that is framed in such a way that the only possible

answers are 'yes', 'no', or 'l don't know'. ln questions of this type

the form of the verb and the word order are changed: @o



zero relative 174

zero relative
Relative clauses are often introduced by a relative pronoun:

He stopped in front of Siri, who was still lying down on the
ground.

It must have something to do with a book that I am reading.

ln sentences like the second example; we can miss out the relative
pronoun:

It must have something to do with a book I am reading.

When this happens, it is said that the relative clause is introduced by

a zero relative.

ln standard English the zero relative can only function as the object
of the relative clause. So in the example above you can't remove

who:

He stopped in front of Siri, was still lying down on the ground. Jr

This non-standard use of a zero relative as the subject of a relative'

clause is rare:

When you live by yourself in a house you rarely leave and ls even
more rarely vlsltdd, it's essential that you don't lose track of the
time. r(

Here there are two relative clauses modifuing house:

you rarely leave

is even more rarely visited

Omitting which or thottrom the beginning of the second makes the
sentence read oddly. lt would be better recast:

When you live by yourself in a house that you rarely leave and

that is even more rarely.visited, it's essential that you don't lose

track of the time.
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